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CHAPTER I 
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY 
Introduction 
This is a report of the effect of the group process in promoting 
1! democratic leadership runong four psychiatric nursing supervisors and a 
,, 
1 nursing service administrator. 
It was undertaken to ascertain what factors in group interaction 
expedited group cohesiveness; what factors inhibited this; and whether or 
not inhibiting factors, if identified, might be used to facilitate group 
I unity and effectiveness. 
II Statement of the Problem 
The problem with which this study is concerned is as follows: 
What evidence is there that the use of group discussion in super-
Fr~~ the beginning certain questions evolved which had to be answered 
1. What are the characteristics of the democratic group process? 
2. How can the effectiveness of this method of training leaders 
be evaluated; what hinders its effectiveness; and what can be done 
to improve it? 
- 1 -
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3. 'What are the characteristics of leadership? 
4. Hovr can the development of leadership within a group be evaluated; 
what hinders its development; and what can be done to improve it? 
Purpose of the Study 
II 
11 The administration of a hospital has the responsibility of formulating 
II 
goals around which the operation of the hospital is centered. It is the 
I !task of the head nurse, as a member of the staff, to do the things for 
i 
I 
ii which she is responsible which aim toward fulfilling those goals. The 
il 
,l one who acts as the coordinator between the administrative level and the 
/operational level of the hospital is the supervisor. It is her task to 
111mow and understand what the administration wants. She connnunicates this 
I 
11 to the head nurse in such a way as to assure cooperation in fulfilling the 
1 goals in the most effective manner possible. 
I 
1/ Opportunities for the supervisor to integrate these two levels toward 
meeting the goals of the institution more effectively would be enhanced if 
II 
II there was a chance for the exercise of leadership in a democratic atmos-
dphere. Democratic leadership in supervision is desirable because, basi-
' 
1 cally, the leader is able to stimulate others to do the things she could 
!! not do by herself. A democratic atmosphere is desirable because it recog-
11 nizes individual worth and allows for the growth and change both in the 
I 
!! individual and in the situation. The supervisor, even though she is 
already in a leadership position, may not automatically fm1ction in a 
l leaderslup capacity. Some supervisors are not leaders; others are. Can 
11 leadership be developed in those who shm-r no apparent ability to lead, or 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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be improved in those who do show it? It is the purpose of this study to 
answer that question. 
It was felt that one practical way to do this was through an in-service 
program for training supervisors in leadership. It was further felt that 
if democratic leaders were to be developed or improved that democratic 
1 means must be employed. The democratic group process method was tho ught 
!! to be one way to accomplish this task. The added purpose of this study is 
I 
1 to find out whether or not it can be done. 
Scope of the Study 
This problem is concerned with five persons constituting the members 
of the supervisors' meetings in a small psychiatric hospital. It is ex-
ploratory only; it seeks to discover whether or not through careful ob-
servation and feed-back a group can improve its effectiveness and to 
ascertain what implications this might have as a method of in-service edu-
cation for developing democratic leaderslup in any hospital situation. In 
all, it covers observation of fourteen sessions. The first six illustrate 
how a newly formed group may fumble without some preparation for partici-
pation in group methods. The next t1-vo represent a feed-back of the six 
previous meetings with the participants discussing modifications needed. 
The last six illustrate how the group functioned subsequent to the feed-
back. These observations, though not conclusive, were considered adequate 
1 for the purpose of the study. It demonstrates how the Bales Interaction 
technique 1 may be used by a group to study itself and hm-v the analysis may 
II 
1Robert F. Bales, Interaction Process Analysis: A Method for the Study 
of Small Groups, Addison Wesley Press, Incorporated, Cambridge, Massachu-
setts, 1950, PP• 203. 
I 
1, 
4 
' be used in pointing out practical ways of measuring the growth of indi-
I 
jl 
I 
viduals within the group. 
Limitations of the Study 
There are several limitati ons to this study. First of all, the 
original purpose of the study was a limiting factor, since it was no more 
than an exploration. 
The second limitation is concerned with the group itself . There was 
II II no control group. It is possible, therefore, that greater value is placed 
on results of the self-appraisal in the seventh and eighth sessions than 
rightfully belongs there. The group process itself might be a limiting 
factor since it takes varying lengths of time for groups to attain co-
hesiveness or to arrive at a place where data collected might be conclusive 
enough to form empirical generalizations. 
The final limiting factor is concerned with the fact that the same 
I 
'I members of the group were not present at each of the fourteen sessions. 
1 While inferences can be drawn from data collected from the total number of 
I meetings each member attended, conclusive evidence could be reached only 
l after a more intensive study of more than one group in which all members 
il i were present for all sessions and in which a much longer period of try-out 
· was possible. 
I 
Previous Investigations 
There are many reported studies of groups such as those of Bales, 
Bavelas, Lewin, }tiel, Robinson, Slavson and others.l Only the following 
1
see Bibliography. 
-=r- - -=- ----
have been selected from these, since they seem most pertinent to this study. 
Bales1 in his study discusses the techniques of analyzing the inter-
' actions of various kinds of small groups. He has developed an instrument 
1 for observing and recording the interactions taking place in these small 
I 
groups. This instrument was adopted for the present study to try out its 
!usefulness in group self-appraisal. 
Lewin2 and his associates conducted a series of experiments on the 
interactions of individuals in three different "social climatesn which they 
' created experimentally for purposes of their study. Of the three-
ii authoritarian, democratic, and laissez-faire, they found 
li cratic group was the most effective and productive one. 
that the demo-
11 A study which specifically relates to the problems of small groups 
in the field of psychiatric nursing was made by Robinson.3 Robinson 
i' 
studied the negative aspects of four disparate groups which contributed 
, insights into the nature of group interaction and how these elements af-
,fected the functioning of these groups. She states in her study that in 
i 
order to utilize the negative elements or to eliminate them when they hinder 
group progress, knowledge of group techniques is essential. Robinson also 
points out that participation in group work under competent guidance is an 
1Bales, op. cit ., pp. 1-30. 
2Kurt Lewin, Ronald Lippilt, and Ralph White, "Patterns of Aggressive 
Behavior in Experimentally Created Social Climates, 11 Journal of Abnonnal 
1 and Social Psychology, Vol. X, May, 1939, pp. 271-299. 
3Alice M. Robinson, 11A Study of Twelve Negative Elements Common to 
Patient and Non-patient Groups," Unpublished :tvlaster•s Thesis, School of 
Nursing Education of Boston University, 1950. 
h 
' I 
--- ~l-
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excellent learning situation in preparation for a leadership role in a 
group and is an effective way of learning group techniques. 
Source of the Data 
Two chief sources of data were used: 
1. To aid the reader in understanding the study and to furnish back-
ground material for the investigator, the literature from 1900 
to 19.50 was as exhaustively reviewed as time and sources pennitted. 
From this, democratic leadership has been defined. A set of 
criteria, based upon accepted concepts of the democratic group 
process presented in this study from a surveillance of the litera-
ture, has been formulated so that a method of comparing the group 
under study with accepted group practices could be utilized. 
2. The other source was from the five persons studied through direct 
observation using the Bales fonn for recording which was done by 
an assistant. Verbatim notes were kept to aid in the analysis of 
the progress of the group and served to check the effect of the 
interactions recorded by the assistant. 
Treatment of the Data 
From the literature, a philosophy of democratic leadership has been 
developed. Criteria have been established to apply in the appraisal 
process of the group. 
The observations from the Bales form for recording have been sum-
marized in tabular form where essential to understanding the text. Verbatim 
- _-=:;___ ~---
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notes have been included where pertinent. Graphic presentation of inter-
I actions have been used to clarify the results of the analysis. 
The information has been organized under two main headings: 
1. Analysis of the development of the group process. 
2. Analysis of the growth of individual leadership. 
The first six meetings are identified as Series I, the last six as 
Series II . The feed-back in meetings seven and eight introduced a learning-
I teaching variable. Comparisons are made between Series I and II and the 
changes were noted as they occurred. 
Organization of the Study 
The remainder of the report is organized as follows: 
Chapter II presents the philosophy underlying the study. In Chapter 
III there is a description of the methods used in this study and includes 
an explanation of Bales' Interaction Analysis Sheet, a Problem-Solving 
Sheet, verbatim notes and observation. Chapter IV is the analysis of the 
1 data assembled and includes selected excerpts obtained from the various 
methods used in gathering the data for the study. Chapter V includes a 
summa~ of the conclusions reached, recommendations as to the improvement 
1 
of the technique of group discussion as a means of developing leadership 
, in supervisors, and suggestions as to the possible areas for further study 
I 
· Which evolved as the study progressed. 
- --
-----------
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CHAPTER I I 
THE PHILOSOPHY UNDERLYING THE STUDY 
Democratic Group Process 
Today lve live in an associational and intricately interdependent 
society. The need for people to work together more effectively in such 
a society is becoming increasingly apparent to most clear thinking persons, 
particularly in the democratic nations. Efforts are being directed to that 
end in schools, churches, homes, communities, and in national and inter-
national organizations. The demand of the hour everywhere is for the 
development of essential skills in cooperative living. Only by living 
cooperatlvely can this be accomplished. 
Nurses, as individuals and citizens, have no less a responsibility 
than anyone else in developing skills in democratic living. It is im-
perative for the teachers, the supervisors, and the administrators of 
nursing to prepare the coming generation of nurses to participate actively 
in this democratic group process . Supervisors of nursing, in particular, 
are in a position to teach and promote tDis precept because they are 
directly associated with both the ward staffs and the administrative staffs. 
The word process itself implies growth and change. Group process is 
growth and change accomplished through cooperative participation of all 
members of a group working toward a common goal . In nursing, as in 
education, business, or else~·There, concentration must be placed on the 
- 8 -
9 
interpersonal relationships between people; not only the nurse-patient re-
lationship no'tv emphasized, but student-head nurse, supervisor-head nurse, 
supervisor-director, and so on in all possible combinations. It no longer 
suffices to limit these face-to-face relationships to one area. Group 
process derives its dynamic force and power from the interactions of all 
its members unified by interdependency of behavior and identification of 
members with the group in attempting to solve a common problem. The 
significant aspect of democratic group process is that it can get things 
done which would be impossible if attempted by a single individual. 
Alice Miel points out that this process must have certain guarantees 
if it is to be judged sound and adequate. First it must offer the guarantee 
of security. A major question to face is whether security can be found in 
' a process which implies change and growth. ~vithout security in the process 
there vrill be a retreat to the old securities of lectures, course outlines, 
texts,directives, etc. Group processes are used to bring social change 
under control so that security evolves in the process of control rather 
than in the assumption that change is bad or 11 that pre-existing permanence 
controls the essence of goodness. 111 
Jolm Dewey states aptly that 11 ••• there are a steadily increasing num-
ber of persons who find security in methods of inqui~, of observation, 
of experiment, of forming and following v.rorking hypotheses. Such persons 
1Alice 11iel, Changing the Curriculum, D. Appleton-Centu~ Company, 
' Nevi York, 1946, PP• 21-24. 
- - ------=-
are not unsettled by the upsetting of any special belief, because they 
retain security of procedure. nl 
The second guarantee must be t hat of individual and group growth. 
Simply stated this means that instead of valuing achievement as a means 
of self-aggrandizement, it is valued for its contribution to the common 
welfare of the group. It is a grov~h from absorption in self to concern 
' for others. It is growth from dependence on others to self-dependencies 
within the group which ultimately leads to interdependence of action of 
the group as a whole . 
The third and final guarantee is that effective group processes must 
be productive. The process is judged by its products . In other words, 
the individual and the group purposes must be achieved . As individuals 
and groups proceed, the evidence of progress and productivity bespeak the 
effectiveness of the process . 
10 
It should be remembered that these three guarantees: security, growth, 
and productivity, are not accomplished quickly nor easily but evolve only 
after the group itself becomes united in purpose and can begin to see the 
effectiveness of tr~s process in meeting its own needs as well as the 
needs of the situation. 
It is important to realize how the democratic group process can be 
an effective one in accomplishing the goals of the group . A great deal 
depends upon the leadership of the group . (Leadership will be more fully 
discussed later in this chapter . ) The leader must necessarily be democratic 
1J ohn Dewey, The New Republic, February 6, 1924, cited by John T. 
Clulds, Education and the Philosophy of Experimentalism, Century Company, 
I 1931, P• 44. - - -
- -= - .....=._ ..::;;__ -~ ---
if the group is to be allowed to function democratically. However, the 
group itself must also realize certain basic characteristics indirectly 
related to the democratic group process so that they can evaluate its 
effectiveness . Baxter and Cassidy1 state these characteristics as: 
ll 
(l) a sense of 11 belongingness" which brings out the best in each individual, 
(2) a recognition of the worth of each individual which eliminates com-
petitiveness in lieu of the conunon purpose of the group, (3) an acceptance 
of social control by the group because this control is established by the 
group itself without force or pressure, and (4) an understanding of one 
another's thinking, actions, and needs which affords greater unity of the 
group and thus more effective action. 
A permissive, democratic, and experimental atmosphere is the pre-
vailing one where group process is concerned. Lewin2 and his associates 
conducted a series of 11 action-research" experiments on the interactions 
of individuals in three experimentally created "social climates" -
authoritarian, democratic, and laissez-faire. The findings clearly indi-
cate that the democratic social climate was more conducive to productivity 
than either of the other two. Hore constructive and creative work products 
came out of the higher unity in the group which had a greater amount of 
objectivity and cooperativeness of interpersonal relationships . There 
was a higher acceptance of group goals, more goal setting by the group, 
1 Bernice Baxter and Rosalind Cassidy, Group Experience, Harper and 
Brothers, New York, 1943, pp . 20-21. 
2Le1~n, Lippitt, and Wbite, op . ~., pp. 271-299 . 
I 1and higher group productivity. 
An exchange of ideas and use of individual potentialities penneate 
the democratic setting. Each member has the right to have a direct voice 
.. in all the functions of the group from setting the goals to evaluating 
their progress. vJhen a group reaches this level of cooperation then it 
has moved from a low level of cooperation which utilizes compromise, ex-
ploitation, and the like to a higher level of working together for a 
common purpose in which all members are able to fulfill their maximum 
, potentialities. This is an ideal goal to reach for but not an impossible 
1 
one if the group works together for a long enough period of time. 
I 
11 Good human relationships are a necessary part of any democratic 
II group. Democratic interaction among individuals in the group evolve from 
the group itself and are not controlled by any outside authority. Hhen 
12 
the group is functioning under pseudo-democratic ways, same outside authority 
is usually maintaining control while the group merely goes through the 
motions of discussing the problems presented because it looks democratic. 
In a democratic group the members get to know each other's needs and enable 
I 
, individuals to think and work together without fear of ridicule or sup-
pression. 
,: 
Whatever goal the group decides upon becomes the pivot around which 
' activities revolve. 
' 
A group cannot hope to function without goals. No 
group flourishes in a vacuum; it is never just doing nothing. The best 
reason for the group to set its own goals is because the members are the 
, ones who know where they are. Goals externally imposed lose half their 
'I ,, 
' I 
j 
value . "Adequate group processes meet the situation as the group finds 
it and are effective if they work in developing means-ends procedures 
which enables a particular group to achieve its goals.n1 It often occurs 
that purposes or goals of the group are changed if democratic means are 
really functioning because new ideas and circumstances make such changes 
13 
expedient. Group morale is maintained by the feeling of achievement grow-
, ing out of acceptance of group-set goals and the activity which ensues . 
In other words, in order to reach democratic ends, democratic means must 
be employed. The relation which exists between means and ends is an inter-
acting one and emphasis should lie on both. "The end is included in the 
1 
means, and the quality of an end can never arise above the quality of the 
II 
means . Thus directional process goals assume superiority over fixed-end 
goals where no consideration is given to the way in which the goal is 
reached."2 Group process is not only a democratic experience but it can 
be used as a learning experience or a means of problem solving. "Justi-
fication for using group process is that it must lead to greater satis-
faction for group mern bers than any alternative procedure . " 3 
1 In conclusion, the following set of criteria, evolved from ideas 
expressed in the preceding pages, will be utilized in analyzing the group 
under study: 
1Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, NEA, "Group 
Process ln SuperviSiOn," Washington;-n . c . , cop . 1948, p . 36. 
2 
.d 6 Ibl • , p. 2 • 
3stephen HcCorey, "Principles of Cooperative Group 1:Jork," Group Plan-
ning in Education, 1945 Yearbook, NEA, Department of Supervision and ----
CurriCUlum Development, Washington, D.C . , 1945, p . 130. 
--=-- -==- ...= 
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1. Goals are such that group activity expedite their attainment. 
2. V.Tork is undertaken that is relevant to the goals that the group 
wants to achieve. 
3. Activities in cooperative group work are in sequence: 
a. Clarification of goals. 
b. Consideration of means of attaining these goals . 
c. Action in terms of the means decided upon. 
d. Appraisal or evaluation of consequences. 
(This does not preclude that a group formally sets out to do 
these step by step.) 
14 
4. Free interplay of minds during all stages of cooperative activity. 
5. Concensus is striven for. (Moves beyond the vote technique to 
an agreement in opinion - practically unanimity. Group action 
is never effective when a majority coerces a mi~ority. A minor-
ity sometimes sabotages the work of the group.) 
6. Organization is focused on a problem as the center or base of 
operation. (This implies activity, not merely talking.) 
7. The factor of heterogeneity is utilized. (The dii'fe2ences stimu-
late change in behavior, other factors being equal.) 
Leadership 
With the basis of democratic group processes reviewed in the pre-
ceding pages, let us next turn to an integral part of the whole group 
process - that of leadership. 
Effective group leadership is essential to the success of group 
processes. Leadership is virtually a guide to the democratic group 
experience. 
1Adapted from McCarey, Ibid., pp. 130-128. 
2Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, NEA, op. cit., 
P• 55. 
15 
Volumes have been written on leadership. What is it? Who has it? 
Where does it come from? Are leaders born or made? These are some of the 
questions that have been asked and answers have been attempted . The ve~ 
fact that so much has been written concerning leadership betrays its 
elusiveness to definition. 
It is not the purpose of this study to review here all of the var~ous 
aspects and types of leadership propounded in literature . Rather, it is 
to set forth what will be considered the most pertinent factors in leader-
1 ship as it pertains to supervisors of nursing and how leadership may be 
learned through actual participation and experience in the group process . 
The importance of leadership in nursing is to develop students and 
other nurses for future leadership positions . One way t o accomplish this 
is to introduce them early in their training period to democratic group 
process where they may experience democratic living. But before this can 
be accomplished, administrators and supervisors must be democratic leaders 
themselves . Leadership means that the individual must be willing to take 
on responsibility. It requires emotional maturity with all of its attri-
butes. It requires persistence, hard work, and vision . In the purpose 
of this study, it has been stated that "the supervisor, even though she 
is already in a leadership position, may not automatically function in 
a leadership capacity." This implies that leadership can be learned and 
1 
that anyone in a leadership position should take it upon herself to im-
prove her leadership if she expects to fulfill one of the very important 
requirements of a leader - to develop leadership in others. 
-·- ---=--
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:Hany individuals seem to be "born" leaders. But upon closer study, 
it may be discovered that some of these individuals have profited by ex-
periences in their earlier growing up process which have developed and 
brought out leadership qualities. Members of large families, for exarrtple, 
learn to share, to help, to give and take, and to become independent early 
· in life. School activities, sue~ as most sports, glee clubs, etc., give 
!i 
these individuals group experience where teamwork is essential to the sue-
I 
I cess of the group. 
Experiences in clubs such as the Boy and Girl Scouts, Campfire Girls, 
DeHolay, and others, have given added impetus in developing leadership. 
Other individuals who have not had such experiences and still display 
leadership qualities have, in some inestimable way, managed to become 
leaders. In those individuals, it is more difficult to discover the 
' source of their power. Studying such individuals further it would seem 
that their basic needs of love, recognition, appreciation, security, and 
so on have been met in their lives leaving them relatively free from 
emotional turmoil in regard to themselves and so enabled them to develop 
this capacity unconsciously. 
What then about those persons in positions of authority, who show 
little real leadership qualities? It is here that the differences in 
the motives for leadership or power drives should be studied. The 
authoritarian leader desires to dominate. The democratic leader desires 
growth in others. The former is ego-centered and aids in fulfilling her 
emotional needs for power. The latter is centered in service to others 
and aids in fulfilling her emotional needs also, but in a manner which 
-- - -- --r,--
- --- ---= 
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does not hinder or suppress others. The dominator pushes back, suppresses, 
rul es by fear to sometimes cover up her mm fear and insecurity. On the 
other hand, the democratic leader brings forward, encourages, stimulates, 
and brings out the best in others because she is secure and unthreatened. 
1 
one has only to read the annals of history to discover the end results 
of domination or leadership. Adolf Hitler's reign of fear and suppression 
brought only disaster to himself and to his people. But Christ's reign 
of love has lifted up men's hearts the world over and increased a million 
fold since a handful of men followed his teachings. Domination leads to 
ruin because it is imposed from without. Leadership leads to growing 
power because it comes from within. 
It is a common prerogative set forth by most authors on this subject 
that leadership implies followership. Pigorsl states that "only when 
leaders and followers are united in a common purpose or interest, and the 
' proposed innovation is acceptable in the light of this purpose, can 
change be readily introduced and become permanent." 
2 Lewin reiterates that 11 the democratic follower has to learn to play 
a role wluch implies, among other points, a fair share of responsibility 
toward the group and a sensitivity to other people's feelings ••• In fact, 
it seems to be the same process through which persons learn to play either 
role and it seems that both roles have to be learned if either is to be 
' played well." This reciprocal leader and follower relationship is the 
1Paul Pigors, Leadership or Domination, Houghton Nifflin Company, 
Boston, 1935, P• 163. · 
2Kurt Lewin, "Dynarnics of Group Action," Educational Leadership, 
Vol. I, January, 1944, p. 199. -
·--==== ---
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main characteristic of leadership. Leadership is not a particular attri-
bute of personality which some people have while others do not. It often 
happens that a person who is a leader in one situation is a follmver in 
another. The roles may interchange, too, within the same situation de-
pending upon hmv- democratically the group functions.1 Leadership depends, 
then, upon three factors: (1) the individual, ( 2) the follm.rers, and ( J:) 
the situation or conditions. The supervisor, then, just as a board presi-
dent, a teacher, or a chairman of a committee, is a 11 guiding11 or "status" 
leader. A status leader is placed in a "leadership" position because of 
special preparation or competence. 
Thus it may happen that the status leader becomes an autocratic one 
as a result of her lack of knowledge or experience in democratic group 
processes. Any leader has certain responsibilities toward the group, and 
the supervisor, as a status leader, should be just as skilled as any 
other leader in the techniques of group action. One of her main respon-
sibilities is to help the members of her group tmvard an understanding of 
these techniques so that an ever-widening circle of nurses will become 
familiarized •rith democratic group experience through participation in a 
group. It should be kept in mind, also, that any knowledge of the skills 
of group action which the leader may possess is not a substitute for 
behaving democratically outside the actual group situation. One without 
the other would belie the very essence of democracy. 
1 Henry Metcalf, and 1. Urwick (Editors), Dynamic Administration, the 
Collected Papers of Hary Parker Follett, Harper and Brothers PubliShers 
New York, 1946, p-.-2~ ' ' 
I~ 
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The status leader must understand and appreciate people. She should 
respect the unique contributions which each group member can make under 
the psychologically right conditions of a free, confident, democratic, 
and pennissive atmosphere. The leader is the one who is the chief "climate-
setter" of the group or toward individual interactions in the situation. 
The leader helps foster the development of interpersonal relationships 
1-vhich are satisfying to the group and to the individuals comprising the 
group. 
It is the function of the leader to discover and release further 
1 leadership within the group. The leader "brings out" the follmv-er; helps 
develop her maximum potentialities and abilities leading to greater inde-
pendence of action. Thus a mature leader trains other persons to become 
, leaders, to take her place, and even to surpass her. One effective way 
to accomplish this is by trying to develop confidence, ease, and security 
in others so that it will be possible for them to express themselves and 
to contribute to group action. In other i.Jords, "a skilled leader can 
help others to learn to think, discuss, plan, decide, act and evaluate 
together in solving a common problem."1 
Helping others to learn to think, act, and so on, implies that leader-
ship entails education and teaching. The word education is derived from 
the Latin ~' meaning out or forth, and ducere, meaning to lead. Education 
by derivation, then, means a leading forth. Just as leadership cannot 
exist without followership so teaching does not exist apart from learning. 
1Association for SUpervision~ Curriculum Development, NEA, op. cit., 
P• .58-59. 
II 
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Here again we find a reciprocal response, an inter-dependence bet1veen the 
teacher and the learner. Each exchanges roles under certain conditions. 
one individual may be a teacher in one situation and a learner in another 
just as leader and follow·er are reciprocal roles under varying conditions. 
Both teaching and learning takes time because it is a process of growth 
'from within and is necessarily slow in developing. Leaderslup also demands 
"leisure" time to allow opportunity for seeds planted to grow and mature. 
Time is also needed for the leadership-followership relationship to develop -
it cannot be forced but allowed to grow naturally. 
In order to allow the necessary time for a group to grow and mature, 
,the supervisor, as a leader, must necessarily be secure in her knowledge 
1 
of group processes and in her own position as well. The relationship to 
1her superiors is, in part, a dependent one, just as the head nurse, to 
some extent; has a dependent relationship to the supervisor. NcGregor 
postulates that " ••• the actions of superiors are frequently perceived as 
1
the source of threats. Before subordinates can believe that it is possible 
to satisfy their wants, they must acquire a convincing sense of security 
in their dependent relationships to their superiors. u1 
Substantiating the relative importance of the superior-subordinate 
relationship, Fritz Roethlisberger states that "It is the relation bet\-veen 
a subordinate and her immediate superior that most breakdowns of coordination 
and communication between various parts of the organizational structure 
1Douglas McGregor, cited by Dean Haslett Schuyler (ed.), Human Factors 
in Management, Park College Press, Missouri, 1946, PP• 41-42. 
- -~--~ 
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finally show up. nl Tl1is relationship of which we are speaking becomes one 
important source of stress which may hamper the supeFvisor in perfonning 
her leadership role to maximum effectiveness. If this is so, then the 
supervisor must be able to 1vork out her relationship both with her 
superiors and her subordinates in order to be able to function success-
1 
fully as a leader and to allow leadership to develop within the group. 
It has been intimated that the supervisor can learn to bec~ne an 
il effective leader. HoH can this be accomplished? Bavelas has said that 
1 
"training for democratic leadership demanded training by democratic means 
as well as the presence of a democratic atmosphere and behavior on the 
part of the trainer. Democratic leadership cannot be learned by autocratic 
means. Effective group leadership can only be learned by participating in 
a democratic group - talk cannot substitute for action . Indeed, effective 
group processes are leadership training for eve~ participant . Danocratic 
leadership emerges through practice in being an effective group member. n2 
Through such experience and training the leader is able to organize the 
experience of the group, make it most effectively available and so get the 
full pmier of the group. The supervisor of nurses in whatever institution 
she may be keeps the purposes of that institution clearly in mind and is 
able to help the group, of which she is leader, to relate their immediate 
', purposes to the larger purposes of the institution. lvi th increased skill 
l' 
through practical experience, the leader helps to direct the power of the 
1Ibid., P• 57 . 
2 Alex Bavelas, "Morale and the Training of Leaders," Civil Horale, 
(G. 1\fatson, Ed.), Houghton Mifflin, Boston, 1942, p. 143. 
I 
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group in fulfilling the purposes of the institution in a more effective way. 
This ability to see the total situation as it relates to the broader as-
'pects of the institution and the profession is a valuable asset to effective 
leadersJ:1.ip. 
The nursing profession itself is coming to realize more and more the 
II 
importance of developing democratic leadership. Witness to this fact is 
.The American Journal of Nursing itself. For instance, between the years 
1930 and 1940 only two articles were published in the Journal with the 
word "leadership" in the title. One of those was an excerpt of Arthur 
Miller 1 s book on Leadership, published back in 1920. But between the years 
1940 and 1950 there were eleven articles published on leadership. In one 
of these, Harriet Fleming, a nurse, write this concerning leadership: 
"Never has the need for true leadership in nursing been more apparent ••• 
(and) little thought has been given to development of qualities of leader-
ship in others. 111 She goes on to postulate that "Advancement of technical 
skills and basic knowledge has progressed but little attention has been 
given to guiding students into positions where their talents might have 
fullest expression. 112 
In 1942 Ordway Tead discusses the difference in pathological power 
and power as an outcome of group leadership through democratic processes . 
He states that "good leadership requires a foundation of good organization 
and personnel policies. But with these present as a foundation, there 
1Harriet L. Fleming, "Progressive Leadership, 11 American Journal of 
Nursing, Vol . 40, p . 1084. 
2Ibid., P• 1084. 
are virtually no limits to what the p01-1erful leader can do in enlisting 
devotion ~~d even sacrifice for a worthy cause . The whole program of 
Nursing Education and supervisory training should do two things: indicate 
a knowledge of methods of human dealings ••• and supply opportunity for 
practice and supervised action in leadership situations. 111 Still another 
Journal contributor goes on to say that "an effective leadership program 
must have guidance as its central feature ••• to afford these individuals 
opportunity for action. 112 
From the sources available on the subject of leadership, tv-To things 
become apparent. One is that leadership can be a learning process. The 
other is that one effective method to accomplish effective democratic 
23 
11 leadership is through participation in a democratic group process followed 
1 
by or coupled with experience in a leadership role under the guidance of 
II 
a democratic teacher. 
To arouse entirely nev-1 attitudes and create nev-1 types of 
follmmrs is the supreme height of leadership. To arouse un-
suspected possibilities and originalities in other persons 
makes for the greatest leadership. To set forth unique oppor-
tunities, to . make the impossible seem possible, to arouse ot~er 
persons to super-human effort is leadership par excellencel 
(Underlining is this writer's.) 
1 Ordway Tead, "Development of Leadership Power," The American Journal 
of Nursing, Vol. 42, 1942, p. 867 . 
2Althea H. Kratz, "Professional Guidance for Leadership," The American 
Journal of Nursing, Vol. 40, 1940, P• 876. 
3Pigors, op. cit., p. 288. 
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CHAPTER III 
:t-lETHODOLOGY 
Bale's Interaction Analysis Sheet 
1 Bales has formulated a method whereby the interactions taking place 
in small, face-to-face groups m~ be observed categorically and recorded 
systemically. The set of categories, with a brief description of the 
meaning of each, is found in Figure 1. 
The set of categories is such that every act can be observed as it 
' occurs in sequence and can be classified in one of the twelve categories. 
In case there is doubt where to classify a given act, precedence is given 
1 to the affect rather than to the empirical form of the act. For example, 
the question, ''What time is it?", would ordinarily be placed in Category 7 
by definition because it asks for infonnation. Hmvever, if the group is 
discussing a particular problem that is noticably painful to one of the 
members and she asked that question, it would appear that she is 111vith-
dra1-1ing from the field" rather than merely asking the time. Thus her 
I action would be rightfully placed in Category 11 which indicates a show 
of tension. The observer, in this instance, as in all other instances, 
can merely score the surface meaning of the action. She must forego a 
more involved interpretation because she is kept so busY scoring all of 
the interactions that are taking place in the group. 
1 Bales, op. cit., pp. 1-30. 
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Figure 1. THE SYSTEivi OF CATEGORIES 
USED IN OBSERVATION AND 
THEIR MAJOR RELATIONS.-:l-
1 . Shows solidarity, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2. Shows tension release, jol<:es, 
laughs, shmvs satisfaction: 
3. Agrees, shows pass1ve acceptance 
unCie rstanCis, concurs, complies: 
4. G1ves suggest1on, direct1on, llll-
p!ying autonomy for others : 
I~· Gives opinion, evaluation, an-
aiysis, expresses feeling, wish: 
[6. G1ves or1entat1on, lni·orrnation, 
repetition, confirmation: 
7. Asks for orientation, evaluation, 
repetition, confirmation : 
lb. Asks for op1nion, evaluat1on, an 
aiysis, expression of feeling: 
19· Asks for suggestion, d1rect1on, 
possiDie ways ror action: 
lO.Disagrees, shows passive rejec-
tion rormality, withholds help: 
ll .Shows tension, asks for help, 
wi~noraws ou~ of the field: 
l 2 .Shows antagonism,deflates other•:: 
status,defenCis or asserts self : 
a- Problems of Communication 
~ 
a b c d e 
w 
~ 
I b- Problems of Evaluation A- Positive Reactions 
C'l" Problems of Control B- Attempted An~rers 
d- Problems of Decision c- Questions 
e- Problems of Tension Reduction D- Negative Reactions 
f- Problems of Reintegration 
I 
1! -:~Source: Ibid. , P• 9 . 
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An inexpensive instrument used in this study for continuous scoring 
of interactions was made by lining off the reverse side of discarded 
electro-encephalogram sheets. Horizontal lines were drawn according to 
the way the set of categories are lined. Vertical lines, drawn at half 
inch intervals, facilitated the separation of each interaction as it 
26 
, occurred in sequence. Figure 2 shows a simple replica of a worksheet 
used in one of the meetings. However, it must be remembered that at least 
ten feet were lined off in advance of each group meeting to insure enough 
space for scoring all the interactions in one meeting. A piece of card-
board, on which was pasted the headings of each category, was used as a 
guide and could be moved along the work sheet >-Ti th comparative rapi,di !-Y 
to aide the recorder in placing the interactions in their proper category. 
' Figure 2 also illustrates the portion which was detached and used as a 
guide for the recorder. 
To increase the rapidity of scoring, you will notice in Figure 2 the 
scoring of each interaction as it occurred in sequence was done by using 
numbers and was placed in the category in which it belonged. Each member 
of the group had an identification number which remained constant through-
out the series of meetings under stuqy. All interactions were recorded by 
' these identification numbers. The number appearing first in the inter-
action sympolizes the origination of the act and the second number sym-
bolizes the recipient of the act. The key to the numbers is as follows: 
The leader is designated by the number 1. 
Each member is designated by her assigned number, 2,3,4, etc. 
The group as awhole is designated by a o. 
The others not in the group are designated by the letter 
lixn or ny". 
27 
Thus the interactions as they are recorded will appear as follows: 
1-2, 1-3, 1-4, and so forth (leader to member) . 
2-3, 3-2, 3-4, and so forth (member to member) . 
3-1, 4-1, 2-1, and so forth (member to leader) . 
4-o, 2-0, 3-0, and so forth (member to group). 
1-0, (leader to group) . 
3-x, 4-x, 3-x, and so forth (member to visitor, to observer, 
to another person outside the group). 
1-x, (leader to visitor, and so forth) . 
At the end of each meeting the total number of interactions initiated 
and received by each member were tabulated on a worksheet, by category, 
as in Figure 3. The rates for "profiles" of each meeting "'vere tabulated 
from these worksheets . Profiles are merely a v1ay of arranging data . 1 They 
are obtained by a breakdown of the total activity of a group to show the 
percentage of the total falling into each category. The percentages are 
spoken of as 11rates." Profiles, then, can tell us if the rate of questions 
asked exceeds the rate of answers given, and so forth . Appendix A shows 
the actual number of actions originated and received in each meeting of 
the group under study. Appendix B shows the profiles of these meetings 
which are derived from the use of the charts in Appendix A. 
B,y using the figures tabulated in Figure 3, it was possible to obtain 
a "leadership index'' for each individual member in the group thus making 
it possible to compare the leadership growth of one member with another. 
Bales does not claim that this method of finding the status or prestige 
of a group member is all that goes into a leadership index but that it is 
the only method yet devised to measure an individual's leadership standing 
1Ibid. , P• 16. 
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and that further study and experimentation may give rise to improved tools 
for measuring leadership. The follmnng formulae were worked out by 
Bales1 in arriving at a leadership index. The indices used in this study 
are based on the actual tabulations obtained while the study was in progress. 
' In the formulae which follow, the symbols listed below will be employed: 
"a· represents the total number of acts in Section A initiated l by the ith individual. 
a. represents the total number of acts in Section A received 
l by the i th individual. 
A represents the sum of the acts of type A initiated by all 
the n individuals. 
A represents the sum of the 
of the n individuals.n2 
acts of type A received by all 
The formulae used are: 
1 . The 11 CR" Index means the index of actions received in Section C 
(see Figure 1, page 25). 
CR Index : Ci 
X 100 
This index gives us a number between 0 and 100 which answers 
the question: Of all acts in Section C received by all indi-
viduals, what proportion did individual 11i 11 receive? 
2. Individual 11 i 11 also asks questions of others for any number 
of reasons. It is interesting to know whether she received 
a proportionate number of answers to her questions, w·hether 
she was "overanswered" or whether she was ignored. Thus 
the BR Index is also utilized in arriving at a leadership 
index which means the index of actions received in Section B 
with the realization that this is in terms of requests made 
in Section C: (see Figure l, page 25) 
BR Index : oi 
1Ibid., pp. 165-169. 
2Ibid. 
O· I c· l ,. l 
X 100 
I 
II 
The number between 0 and 100 v-1hich this index yields will 
answer the question : To what extent were the questions of 
individual "i" ansv-mred, as compared to others in the 
group? As Section B are attempts at control of the aitu-
ation, it becomes apparent that it is important to know 
if these attempts are ansv-rered by positive or negative 
reactions on the part of others . 
3. Thus the ADR Index means the actions received in Section 
A as compared to the actions in Section D with the under-
standing that this is in relation to attEmpts made in 
Section B: 
ADR Index- b. ~ X a . ~ X 100 
By finding the common denominator of all three of 
indices, the Leadership or Status Index results . 
last step is as follows : 
the above 
Thus the 
Leadership Index : CR Index t BR Index t ADR Index 
This answers the general question : How does the status or prestige 
of individual "i" compare to other group members? 
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Whenever the Leadership Index is spoken of or shown by graphs through-
out the remainder of this study it has been derived by working out the 
above formulae using the actual numbers of interactions as tabulated for 
each individual on Bales Interaction Sheet . 
Verbatim Recordings 
By taking verbatim notes at each of the supervisor's meetings, two 
things were accomplished: 
1. It helped to check the validity of the observer's scores . 
2. It furnished the content of the group discussions which was 
then broken down and analyzed for purposes of this stuqy. 
Figure 3. SM1PLE OF THE WORKSHEET FOR THE NUMBER OF 
I NTERACTIONS INI TIATED AND RECEIVED BY 
PERSONS, BY CATEGORIES.* 
p e r s o n 
l 2 3 4 5 
Cate- Total 
Sect . ~ory rr R I R I R I R I R I R 
1 
A 2 
3 
4 
B 5 
6 
7 
c 8 
9 
10 
D 11 
12 
T o t a 1 
*o, x and y are not counted as persons . 
Source adapted from: Ibi d. , p . 160. 
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Problem-Solving Sheet 
Since we have a means of scoring the emotional tone or affect of group 
interactions through the use of Bales sheet and of recording the content 
of discussions of the same group through taking verbatim notes, the next 
step was to analyze the contents and accompanying affect of the discussions 
in order to evaluate the progress of the group in handling problems. This 
step was facilitated by the use of a worksheet devised by the Administra-
tive Superintendent of Hospital X 11rhich he calls "Group Problem-Solving 
Development." After each meeting, the problems discussed were numbered 
I, II, III, and so forth as they occurred in sequence in the verbatim 
notes . The sarne numbers were used as the problems were analyzed on the 
, "Group Problem-Solving Development 11 sheet. By keeping the worksheet 
divided into meetings, it was always possible to locate a given problem 
in the verbatim notes for checking or for reference. Thus at the end of 
the first series of meetings, the total number of fifty-five problems were 
automatically totalled. Later on in the study this worksheet was utilized 
as a means of correlating group development vuth indi\Qdual development 
1 of leadership of the supervisor. 
An example of the worksheet may be found in Figure 4. It -vr.ill be 
noted that the 1-1orksheet has a category which indicates the number of times 
a particular problem recurs and where it originally came up in the series 
of meetings. This category gives us a clue as to what is 1..rrong ;,lith the 
group process. This particular category will be discussed in further detail 
r 
1 in Chapter IV and V. 
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Again the reverse side of discarded electro-encephala-
gram sheets were used in order that each series of meetings were contained 
on one sheet, thus making it easier to see a total pattern of the problem-
solving development in the group. 
Figure 4. S.Al'IPLE OF THE WORKSHEET USED IN GROUP PROBLEM-SOLVING DE\lELOPMENT 
SERIES Ir:t-
DATE: April 25, 1951 
TilV.iE: 2:45 - 3:27 P .H., Heeting #1 
New Attendant Patient•s 
Student Given an Condition 
THE PROBLEN: Nurses Honorable 
Mention in 
National 
Awards 
NUNBER OF THE PROBLEM I II III 
Number of times recurred 0 0 0 
Developed from what previous problem 0 0 0 
Type of problem (see KEY) B B B 
!1ETHOD OF SOLUTION 
' 
Clothes 
Problem -
Private 
and 
State 
IV 
0 
0 
A 
1. Avoidance ~unexpressed) l-2(p.6-A) 
~. Affect~ve Attack (host~lity) l-i(p.6-A:JI 
3· Rat~onalizat~on 
Ll:• .:u;::ioc~a"L~on and cues 3-1 3-1!?-1 
.? • J!Jxpress~on or reeling oT seTI arid others 6,3,~-T 1-0,~-1 l-0;2,3, 6-. 
b. ~ress~on of understanding of feelings l-0,2-l 
FEELING TONE all all 
~f-
l. Friendly (love) members members 
2. Anxious 
1 1-~ 
3. Hostile (p. 6-A) 
4. Special** -
[ali all but 
5. Neutral members. l'-1ember 1 
Source: Developed by the Assistant Superintendent in the hospital in which the 
study was completed. First two meetings in Series II shown. This was 
kept on the reverse side of electroencephalogram sheets which had been 
discarded. 
KEY: 
A. About things overtly superficial. 
B. About other persons. 
C. About closely related persons, relatives. 
D. About persons in group . 
E. About self with feeling. 
**• Written in - example association. 
-
May 1, 1951 
:40 - 3 :50 P.M., Heeting #2 
resenta- NLNE House- Award to Classes Replace- Head Infor- Head 
Lon of Tour of keeping Attendant for ment for Nurse mation Nurse, 
N"ard for Hospi- Problem (Came up Attend- a Super- Evalu- for Discus-
t.tendant tal when lead- ants visor ation Attend- sion of 
er left of her ants her per-
Group) Job fonnance 
v VI VII VIII IX X XI XII XIII 
1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 
II 0 0 II 0 0 0 0 XI 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Analysis of the Development of the Group Process 
The group under study was made up of five individual members, each 
of whom was in an administrative capacity but ~uth varying degrees of 
educational and experiential background. It should be understood that the 
I 
leader of the group was also the Director of Nurses and thus a figure of 
authority in the group, which, in all probability, influenced the inter-
action of the members in varying degrees depending upon their individual 
reaction to authority in general. 
The weeY~y meetings originated when this study was first undertaken 
so that the group was experiencing a new method of problem-solving in this 
particular hospital situation. It was felt that this would be a valid 
test for developing leadership through group discussion since tPis parti-
cular group had had no previous experience in working together in this way. 
The main purposes of the group, even though unexpressed verbally in 
the group situation appeared to be: (1) to improve communications between 
the administrative and operative levels of the hospital, (2) to ·establish 
a more effective way of solving problems, and (3) to find out 1-rhether or 
not the discussion method was an effective one in developing individual 
leadership of the Supervisors who composed the group . The Supervisors 
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themselves had long felt the need of a more effective method of receiving 
information, directives, ideas, and so forth . Information which the 
Supervisor should have known directly from the Administration often came 
to her indirectly from an Attendant or a Head Nurse . 
The Superv~sors had also felt the need for coming together periodi-
cally and pooling their resources toward improvement of the care of the 
patient through better ward 1nanagement . The Director of Nurses and the 
Assistant Superintendent each met with the Head Nurses once a vleek. Both 
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of these persons also met with the Attendants and the Students of Nursing . 
, No one met "lith the Supervisors who were the principal link between the 
administrative and operative level of the Hospital . Nor were the 
Supervisors encouraged to assume much responsibility for the teaching of 
the Head Nurses . Nor were the Supervisors meeting with the Head Nurses 
in order to provide increased opportunities for discussion of problems 
relating to the care of the patient or to provide a means of relaying 
information. Thus, effective channels of communication were interrupted 
causing strains and stresses to fall most frequently on the Supervisors 
who were most frequently overlooked. Consequently, much of the Super-
visors' time was spent in detailed office work, inspection rounds of the 
hospital, keeping equipment up to date, and so forth. Huch less time 
was utilized in teaching personnel, helping them to improve patient care, 
or in establishing good interpersonal relationships lvith the staff vThich 
were the very functions expected of the Supervisors by the persons who 
had taken over those responsibilities themselves . 
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The evaluation of leadership should be correlated -vrith the area of 
problem-solving within the group, around which most of the discussion took 
place. The first part of this Chapter will thus concern itself 1vi th the 
progress of the group as a whole. The material used in part of the Chapter 
is based 1vholly upon the verbatim recording taken at each meeting which 
-v;rere translated onto the "Group Problem-Solving Development" sheet. The 
affective tone of the discussions was recorded on Bales Interaction Sheet 
(see Figure 2, page 28) . The second part of this Chapter will be con-
cerned with the growth of leadership of the individual members of the 
group. 
The analysis of the group's progress as a whole was set forth in two 
series of six meetings each. After the first six meetings, the investi-
gator fed back to the group the data gathered up to that point, including 
the number of problems discussed, how they were handled, and the role 
played by each member in the group including the leader. After this 
variable was introduced, the second series of six meetings was attended 
using the identical tools for gathering data which were used in Series I. 
In order to shmv group progress by comparing Series I with Series II, 
a standard, or set of criteria was developed. The basis for such a set of 
criteria was discussed in Chapter II, listed on page 14. Each one of the 
criteria is discussed separately in the follmving pages with a brief 
analysis of hovJ the group under study compares with the "ideal" group . 
l . Goals are such that group activity expedite their attainment. 
The Director of Nurses called the first meeting together and auto-
matically assumed the l eadership position vThich is not an unconrrnon procedure 
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in many hospitals. There was no discussion at this meeting, or any sub-
sequent meeting, of the actual goals of the group. However, the purposes 
of such a group had already been discussed info~1ally before the group 
was organized. The actual suggestion to start these meetings and have a 
study done over a period of time to find out the effectiveness of group 
discussion was made by the Assistant Superintendent of the Hospital . This 
senu-democratic atmosphere seemed to be one inhibiting factor in the group's 
progress, although a newly formed group is often slow in getting started 
as vms stated earlier in this study. 
In Chapter II, pages 10 and 11, it states that the effectiveness of 
accomplishing the goals of the group depends a great deal on the leader-
ship of the group and that the leader must be democratic if the group is 
1 to function democratically. In Series I, the leader apparently was not 
yet secure in her own role and consequently was too directive to allow 
the group to develop to any great extent. For example, Table I indicates 
the many problems, large and small, which vmre discussed in this Series. 
Nearly half of these problems concerned personnel. Therefore, it v.ras 
assumed that problems of personnel were the most pressing ones WrQch 
needed consideration by the group and that it r,ms the unexpressed goal of 
the group to do something about it . Table II further breaks do~om the 
personnel problems into three general areas: the Head Nurse, the Attendant, 
and the Nursing Student problems. Problems relating to the attendants and 
students were fairly superficial and dealt -vri th such things as orientation, 
classes, and evaluation. The Head Nurse proble..m, hm-rever, seemed to be 
one Hhich the group members wanted to discuss but which the leader avoided. 
TABLE I 
Summary of Problems Discussed in Twelve Supervisor's Meetings 
Type of Problem Number of Problems Total 
SERIES I SERIES II 
l. Personnel problems 24 27 51 
2. Problems with Equipment 8 4 12 
3. Administrative Problems 12 10 22 
( informative only) 
4. Patient Problems 8 2 10 
5. Problems 1vi th group or 3 3 6 
with self 
Total 55 46 101 
TABLE II 
Summa~ of Personnel Problems Discussed 
in Twelve Supervisor's Heetings 
Personnel Number of Times Discussed Total 
SERIES I SERIES II 
1. Head Nurse 10 7 17 
2. Student Nurse 6 8 14 
3. Attendant 8 12 20 
Total 24 27 51 
Sources : Compiled from data gathered by use of Problem-Solving 
Development sheet. (See Figure 4, page 34.) 
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The leader, unconsciously or not, (which is not the purpose of this study 
to analyze), accomplished this qy making suggestions herself as to the 
solution of the problem or by changing the subject shortly after the Head 
Nurse problem was brought up by the group . In this way, the goal of the 
members, though unexpressed, was thwarted b,y the leader. Thus the group 
~ never attained its goal in Series I. As an example, the following quota-
tion from the verbatim recording of Meeting #2 in Series I, demonstrates 
1 how the leader actually closed a discussion by her m..m solution to the 
problem: (The numbers represent the identification of individual members 
of the group as discussed in Chapter III on Hethodology.) 
2- 1'We have to check them (the Head Nurses) all the time. They 
can't run a ward." 
1- ''What' s happened?" 
2- ''What has? I've spoken to the Head Nurses many times and 
they still don't do itt" 
1- 11Perhaps we could put those things in writing." 
2- "But so many things happen." 
4- "This thing about cleaning up after television. There's some-
thing between l~ss and myself, I guess, but what do 
you do about it? 11 
1- :tHave you talked to her?" 
4- "Yes, I have . I don't think I've threatened her with what 
I've said either. She thinks the patients can do the work 
and that's that l" 
1- 11Did you go to her ward meeting?" 
4- "I wasn 1 t invited to that meeting. I thought each of us should 
do our own work. I 1ve-!alked enough. How much do you have to 
talk?" 
1- "She is capable of running a ward when she wants to.tt 
4- "Is she?" 
3- "She doesn't get her patients to meals on time nor to church 
on time. She must always be reminded of routine things." 
5- "I came through at 3p.m. and a 2p.m. medication had not been 
given. She was on duty, but she had not seen to it that 
the medication was given. I found it; why can't she?" 
1- "Well, those are things, of course, that I should lmow • •• •" 
4- "I thought I'd keep after her." 
1- "But you told her, not me . " 
4- "That's it. Now I think it is time to tell you. I've said 
all I'm going to about it. She's punk, nil, no leadership. 
The attendants walk all over her. The patients that have 
the interest - they are the ones who run the ward. There's 
no teamHork there at all." 
1- "Well, I'll have some basis now to see her. I'll talk with 
her then. 11 
1- "Yesterday at staff ••••• (on to another problem) 
This is an example of what happened repeatedly during Series I l-vhen 
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the Head Nurse came up for discussion. The Head Nurse problem was never re-
solved; no apparent progress was made toward the attainment of the goal 
of the group. Because the Head Nurse problem recurred ten times in Series 
I, always accompanied by an affective attack and handled by avoidance, it 
was assumed that this problems had ramifications within the individuals 
in the group itself on an emotional level. 
In Series II, after the feed-back of collected data which vividly 
brought out the facts that were gathered, including the area of problem-
solving just related, much more progress was made in attaining the goals 
II 
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of the group. Discussion became freer, the leader increasingly learned to 
allow the group to set their own pace and then to work with them more 
democratically. During Series II, the Supervisor s began to meet with the 
Head Nurses once a week and to work out some of their problems with this 
group in a face-to-face relationship. The following quotation from Meeting 
#4 in Series II illustrates the progress of the group in functioning 
democratically because the leader was democratic: 
2- (to 4) "One reason you get much of this is because you have 
a good nurse on the 3 p.m. shift and she catches most of 
the things when she comes on. I'd like to see that team 
broken up on that ward and that will be in July." 
1- "r-iiss (Head Nurse) will either swing it or sink then." 
---
3- "For one thing, I think the attendants there are very difficult. 
They don 1 t get along too well together." 
4- "Even so, things could be evened up a bit." 
3- 11Did you ever give (Attendant) anything to do and get 
---it done?" 
4- "Yes I did, and saw to it that it got done." 
2- "But you are very firm and will see to it that it gets down.'' 
4- "Even so, if she (Head Nurse) were fair there would be less 
room for heckling." 
3- "Have you ever seen her assignments to the attendants? They 
really are not fair." 
4- "No, I haven't." 
1- "Then things could be discussed better in a group, don't you 
think so?" (The first inkling of the Head Nurses meeting with 
the Supervisors came up in the previous meeting. The leader 
is merely planting a few seeds and waiting for them to take 
root.) 
4- "Of Head Nurses?" 
1- "As, let us say, Head Nurse problems." 
2- "That could be - a.11d on the ward, too. tt 
1- "It might be less threatening. 11 
3- 11 I should think it tvould be even worse if she knm..rs that she 
is the problem. 11 
4- "Oh, I don 1 t know. 11 
1- "Going on the basis of how I would feel, I'd feel defensive if 
I were attacked, but from a nother angle." 
4- "I didn't approach her as an attack." 
1- "Her ward is really a difficult ward. See what might be wrong 
with the attendants." 
x- "Do a shake-up of the attendants. Often it helps to clear 
the air." 
4- "Shake up male and female attendants you mean?" 
2- "Then who would go to that ward? Mr. (attendant) is 
really the only capable one of going to a female ward. He's 
impersonal." 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1- "Let's look at the ward itself." Haybe there is difficulty 
there. I begin to wonder because there has been trouble 
with other Head Nurses on the same ward. " 
3- "Yes, Hiss •••• (was interrupted) 
---
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x- "Was she older or younger than the present Head Nurse? Experience 
may make a difference." 
1- "How much is it the organization of the leader?" 
3- "All I knm..r is that she does resent help even if she does need it." 
4- "(Here the leader reviewed last week's meeting concerning the 
idea that the Supervisor meet with the Head Nurses to (1) get 
better acquainted and improve interpersonal relationships, 
and (2) to improve communications between the administrative 
and operative levels of the hospital. The previous meeting 
was the first time a means of evaluating the progress of the 
group was discussed and notes taken of the major problems 
of the group. ) 
II 
II 
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The preceding pages of excerpts indicate changes vd thin the group 
from which can be drawn certain inferences. The first one is that members 
of the group are able to express themselves more freely, especially when 
it comes to having an opinion different from the leader. Secondly, the 
leader herself is becoming less directive and is willing to accept dif-
ferences of opinion without being threatened herself and avoiding the 
problem at hand. Thirdly, the greatest difference in this discussion of 
the Head Nurse and previous discussions is the lack of hostility and an 
increased awareness that the Head Nurse herself is not the only one involved 
in the ward problem but includes those in the group, others outside the 
, group as well as the organization itself. Fourthly, for the second time 
since the meetings began, the idea of the Supervisor meeting with the 
Head Nurse was cautiously raised. Also, the members had decided that group 
method of problem-solving was effective enough for them t o start keeping 
a record of the meetings for evaluation and review. Thus it was not merely 
coincidental that the Head Nurse problem which became blocked emotionally 
in the first series of meetings began to straighten itself out during the 
second series of meetings. 
Meeting #9 in Series II was the real turning point for the group . 
Through cooperative group work and improved leadership, attainment of the 
unexpressed goals became moiB fully realized, partially fulfilling the 
' individual as well as group needs. 
2. Work is undertaken that is relevant to the goals that the group 
wants to achieve. 
In Series I there was evidence of some work that related to the 
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attainment of goals . Knowledge or information was passed on to the group 
by the leader or by other members which increasingly helped to unite the 
group through sharing of vital information concerning hospital activities . 
The members began to feel less left out . However, this was hindered some-
what by the fact that all of the members were not present at each of the 
, meetings and no system had been devised a s yet for recording the meetings 
or seeing that absent members were duly informed. 
Other factors in Series I al so hindered the group from working out 
problems in regard to the purposes or goals of the group . One such factor 
was that many of the problems which arose in the hospital situation ordi-
narily involving the Supervisor, and which would logically have been worked 
out in this group were decided upon before the group ever met . The only 
I 
' recourse the Supervisor had when these problems were brought out in the 
I 
group (already fonnulated and acted upon ) was t o disagree mildly at first 
but to acquiesce shortly knowing that it was to go into effect anyway. 
This served to disunite the group and deflect from any progress that had 
been made up to that point . For example, such a problem arose in the last 
meeting in Series I which is quoted below with a few sentences left out 
which does not subtract in any way from the point of discussion : 
1- "What do you want to talk about today? Let 1 s talk about the 
diet chen ge . " 
••••••••••• • •• 
1- "The patients will eat in the main dining room from 12 :15 p .m. 
to 1 p .m. The students will probably eat with t hem. Then 
they will get another half hour . I t hink they shoul d get 
at least a half hour to themselves ." 
5- "Will that be for all meals?" 
--' 
-------
1- "Tomorrow noon will be a trial period and that will be 
the only meal for that day. There are lots of pros and 
cons on that question." 
3- 11Wha t time will they go down at night? 11 
1- "I don't lmow • 11 
3- "If they had a couple of students during meal time it might 
help." 
4- "You could never keep track of all the patients if they go 
down the back stairs." 
1- "Think coverage is the biggest problem?" 
4- "Yes, I do." 
••• • ••• •••• •••• 
1- "The success of this venture depends on our ovm enthusiasn. 
If we expect the hospital to grow we have to help push it 
along." 
This was followed by question, doubts, arguments, and so on . Then 
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member 1 said, "You all seem pessimistic . 11 Immediately, me."'llber 3 remarked, 
: "It vr.ill probably vrork out." Member 5 responded with, "I think it vr.ill be 
okay." I1ember 4 commented that "after a couple of days they'll get used 
to it." From this brief excerpt, it can be seen that this major change 
1 in hospital policy had already been discussed by the leader with other 
11 
staH members before it was brought to the attention of the Supervisor. 
!I
I Such a policy change need not have necessarily been an emergency and could 
have waited until the SupeFvisor had had her regular weekly meeting so that 
I 
I 
I 
cooperative planni ng could have taken place and the Supervisor included 
I 
'i in notifying the Head Nurses and helping them reorganize their ward plans 
II 
\\ for management of the patient and personnel entailed in such a change. 
1\ Instead of feeling a sense of "belongingness, 11 which was stated in Chapter 
I 
Jl 
,! 
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II, page 11, as one of the characteristics of a democratic group, the 
Supervisor again had the feel ing of rejection and discouragement . 
As Series II progressed, however, the 11 climate11 of the group began 
to improve gradually. Mist~kes made in Series I were realized by the 
leader and also by the Assistant Superintendent who had a great deal to do 
>vi th policy making and changing. After Ivleeting #9 -v;rhen the group made 
.1 plans to have the Super-visor meet vlith the Head Nurses on the various shifts, 
more work was undertaken relative to the goals of the group . For example, 
in Meeting #11, it was suggested by a group member that it might be desir-
able to have an orientation booklet f or new employees at Hospital X. Pre-
vious experience had been that the booklet 1-muld have been made up by one 
of the administrators and the staff merely informed that it was available 
for use . This problem became a real group project . The group responded 
enthusiastically, without prompting, and set about their work by forming 
a representative committee (on a purely voluntary basis) to complete the 
project . The project may seem like a simple one to the reader, but it 
became a significant one for the group because it was the first demonstra-
tion of an original work project to improve personnel policies . It was 
the first time the group really set their own goal, undertook the necessary 
1 
means of achieving the goal, and utilized members of the group as resource 
1 persons. Also, other staff members outside of the group v1ere included in 
accomplishing this particular task. They felt this could be done more 
effectively by the cooperative effort of all persons concerned than could 
ever be accompl ished by the group alone . 
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3. Activities in cooperative group work are in sequence: 
a. Clarification of goals . 
b . Consideration of means of attaining those goals . 
c . Action in terms of the means decided upon. 
d. . Appraisal or evaluation of consequences . 
In Series I, many of the minor problems which arose (such as one con-
cerning equipment) followed this sequence with the exception of part "d" 
vJhich was not considered at all. In Series I, discussion of the major 
problems (such as the one concerning the Head Nurse) did not progress be-
, yond part "a. 11 
Not until Series II, when the leader began to understand that the 
, Supervisor was continually being hampered in fulfilling her rightful role 
both by herself and others, did the meetings begin to take on the char-
acteristics of a democratic group process . Discussions of the Head Nurse 
problem began to take place "Ji thout hostility and tension. More under-
standing of the total problem evolved and results began t o appear as im-
II 
proved interpersonal relationships . A feeling of "belongingness" \-Jas 
, displacing rejection. Also, near the end of Series II, a method of evalua-
~ 
II 
I 
tion of progress took the form of recording all important transactions in 
each meeting. A report was typed and placed in a convenient location for 
any m~1ber to read who had not attended the previous meeting . Such a 
record also provided means of review so that Unfinished problems could be 
considered for further discussion. 
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4. Free interplay of m~inds during all stages of cooperative activity. 
From the foregoing pages it can be assumed that in Series I a free 
I' interplay of minds was impossible to achieve with tl1is newly formed group. 
The leader and members were not yet secure with each other nor united in 
purpose. This can be accomplished only after the group begins to see that 
this method of problem-solving is a productive. It was not until close to 
' the end of Series II that the leader, herself, realized that the success 
of the group depended upon her ovm democratic leadership so that the group 
vras allm.;red to set its own goals and find means of achieving these goals 
through free discussion. This did not occur until the end of the study. 
In both Series I and II, the leader and one of t he members were not 
' able to overcome a personal difficulty in their interpersonal relationship 
1 with one another. No attempt was made on the part of either individual 
to solve this difficulty. Consequently, the member was not able to express 
herself freely in the group and the leader ignored the member on several 
occasions. These factors were self-evident in the group but were sub-
; stantiated through individual interviews outside the group. The member 
possessed many potentialities for leadership in the work situation which 
-.,.rere never realized because of the relationship which existed bett.;reen 
herself and the leader of the group. However, because the leader irrlproved 
greatly to,.mrd the end of the study through increased understanding of the 
needs of the group as a whole and the individuals in it, it may be safely 
assumed that this particular relationship might have improved also had 
not the member left the employ of the hospital to join her husband who was 
moving to another state. Before she left, this member stated that much 
i of the difficulty lay >dthin herself and that she had already begun to 
11ivork on it . " 
5. Concensus is striven for . (Moves beyond the vote technique to 
an agreement in opinion - practically unanimity. Group action 
is never effective when a maj ority coerces a minority. A 
minority sometimes sabotages the work of the group . ) 
In both Series of meetings, the vote technique -vras never utilized. 
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The only difference in the two Series was that in the first one the leader 
often gave the solution to a problem and the members simply agreed to it . 
In the second one," the leader more and more gave the members the opportunity , 
to come to their own decisions. She gave suggestions and support rather 
than the an~Jers. Thus the group became more productive because their 
• own thinking and action was taking precedence over imposed action. 
6. Organization is focused on a problem as the center or base of 
operation. (This implies activity, not merely talking . ) 
According to Table I on page 39, problems were certainly the basis 
'• for discussi on in both series of meetings. In Series I, however, the 
I 
Jl numerous problems toThich arose in six meetings give a clue that focusing 
on a problem was not the usual procedure, especially if the problem was 
emotionally charged. This is not an unusual occurrence in any small group . 
, Individuals tend to evade problems which have an emotional connotation. 
The reader is reminded that in the preceding pages the problems dealing 
w""i. th the Head Nurse were avoided and consequently reappeared ten different 
times . (See Table II on page 39.) At times, the same problem reappeared 
1 1vlthin the same meeting so that instead of focusing on that problem as a 
base of operation, the problem was circumvented. In dealing with problems 
I 
\I 
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relating to the Student of Nursing, Attendant, or equipment, the group ran 
into few snags in making decisions and acting upon them. It 1-1as felt, 
how·ever, that progress would have been enhanced if the group functioned 
as democratically from the beginning as it did toward the end of the study. 
Table II also shows that in Series II there was a greater percentage 
of personnel problems in relation to all other types of problems. This 
indicates more concentrated effort on the problems important to the group 
as a ivhole. It has already been stated that the approach to these problems 
-v1as more effective in the second series of meetings that in the first w-hich 
is partly due to the fact that the group felt freer to discuss problems 
and arrive at a solution which satisfied them as a whole rather than the 
leader alone . 
7. The factor of heterogeniety is utilized. (The differences in 
people stin1ulate change in behavior, other factors being equal.) 
Again there is a contrast in the two series of meetings regarding the 
above criterion. Each member of any group has a different personality, a 
different background, and different experiences and interests. These 
very factors make it possible for a group to grow in power and productivity 
1, if these differences are recognized and utilized while, at the same time, 
meeting the individual needs of the group. The factor of heterogeniety 
could not very well have been utilized in Series I under the prevailing 
II circumstancese This was a new group. The leader had to grovJ and become 
secure enough in her role before the members could be expected to reflect 
I 
t 
that security and grovr themselves. Series I was actually a trial period. 
Until the group became united, which takes time among other things, and 
II 
II 
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until they were willing to give up personal needs in lieu of group needs, 
not ve~ much could be accomplished. This trial period did bring tl~ 
group to the place where they could become productive as demonstrated by 
the end of Series II. Personal needs were more adequately satisfied as a 
direct result of democratic group action. 
necessary to reorganize the Supervisory staff . Planning took place in the 
'J group. one member was definitely interested in administrative vwrk. 
Another was more interested and competent in the clinical field 1-vhich en-
tailed teaching. A third member, being younger and less experienced, was 
supported by the group when it was decided by the group that she could 
start expanding the teaching program to include those on the afternoon 
shift . The night supervisor was invited t o become a regular member of the 
group so that the teaching plans would include those on the night shift . 
Instead of the leader designating what each member's responsibility was 
to be, as often occurred in Series I, the group was allowed to work this 
out utilizing the special talents or experiences of individual members. 
Changes in behavior were manifest from the stimulation which ensued when 
the group was given a chance to exchange ideas freely and to come to an 
agreement among themselves without any outside authority setting the goals. ~~ 
The attitude and behavior toward the Head Nurses was the most gratifying I' 
I 
change which occurred. The Supervisors now had direct responsibilities 
' for the Head Nurse, coupled with the authority to car~- them out. Thus 
the energies of the group were concentrated on action rather than on merely 
I 
I! 
I! 
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talking about what should be done. Gro~~h and change took place proper-
tionately as the group process becrune more democratic. The leader thus 
set the 11 climate11 for the group as a whole. As she grevr, so did the group 
' as a whole. It was stated in Chapter II, pages 9 and 10, that the three 
guarantees of a successful group are security, growth, and productivity 
which are 11not accomplished quickly or easily but evolve only after the 
group itself becomes united in purpose and can begin to see the effective-
ness of this process in meeting their own needs as well as the needs of 
the si tuation. 11 
Analysis of the Growth of Individual Leadership 
The last part of this Chapter attempts to correlate the growth, or 
lack of grovnh, of individual members in leadership with the general trend 
of the group as a whole. 
Only once (in Jvleeting #2) during the twelve meetings used in compiling 
data for this study were all of the members present at any one time. The 
, absence of one or more members could not help but influence the progress 
of the group as a whole or of the individual members in it. Each time a 
1 different member was absent, a different combination of members were 
present iiThich created a new grouping . Even under this handicap it will be 
; demonstrated in the following pages that leadership was developed in 
several members. 
Series I 
Figure 5 on the following page indicates that Hembers 1 and 2 took 
the most prominent roles in the group with Member 4 coming into the 
S£ft1E~ :t. 
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leadership role occasionally. Members 3 and 5 never assumed the leadership 
of the group, but this does not preclude that growth in leadership did or 
did not take place. For example, TABLE III tells us that Member 2 was 
the "real" leader of the group three times and second to the leader 
t~nce out of the five times she attended meetings in Series I. Yet her 
index ( Figure 5) shows a decline in leadership growth in Series I. I n 
Series II, however, Member 2 was the 11 real" leader only once and next to 
the leader t~rlce out of six meetings attended. Yet she shows a steady 
grov1th in leadership status. 
Growth in leadership does not depend, then, upon how many times an 
individual is leader of the group but depends upon the growth of status 
or prestige ~~thin the total group, or the rate at which an individual is 
asked for inforraation or asked for opinion or asked for suggestions as to 
what should be done, in comparison to the rate for the whole group. 
Figure 5 shows that in Series I, the leadership index increased in 
Members 1, 3, and 4 in varying degrees. Hember 2, although she did not 
develop a higher leadership index in Series I, already held a high status 
position in the group. Member 5 showed a slight decrease in her leadership 1 
index but not enough to be of great significance. Member 4 correlates 
very closely with Members l and 2 and seemed to be Qnconsciously vying for 
the leadership position in the group. It is fairly easy to visualize, 
after studying Figure 5, that I'fembers 1, 2, and 4 had a fairly high status 
' in the group and did most of the talking and planning that occurred while 
Members 3 and 5 showed low status positions and made comparatively little 
contribution to the group except t o agree with them. 
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It is important to realize that there i s more than one way in which 
the leader (Member 1) of the group reached a high index level. 
lj 
One way, 
which occur1~d in Series I, was that the leader became more directive 
II toward the end of the Series. Another way, to be more fully discussed 
in Series II, was that the leader earned her rise in prestige in a more 
democratic manner. Any graph such as is shown here must, therefore, be 
accompanied by an interpretation which can be substantiated by the verbatim 
recordings . For example, in Meeting #4 in Series I, the leader shows a 
relatively high leadership index. Charts 1 through 5 are profiles of that 
, meeting. 
II· 
Thirty-eight percent of all the interactions which occurred in 
I 
this meeting were attributed to Member 1. Thirty-five percent of all the 
interactions were attributed to Member 2. Thus a total of seventy-three 
percent of all the interactions in Meeting #4 took place between Members 1 
' and 2, leaving only twenty-seven percent of the interactions to the other 
11 t1-10 members put together. Host of the questions which Hember 1 asked were 
directed to Member 2 and vice versa. When a problem arose, Nember 1 gave 
I 
I 
II 
II 
most of the final answers. \men other members asked questions they directed 
'I I, 
I 
them to Member 1 almost exclusively. This merely indicates that the group 
was not united as yet and the leader had not yet learned to function demo-
cratically. To illustrate briefly the general trend of interactions in 
Series I, the following example is quoted from Meeting #4: 
2- "The Head Nurses go off their ward when they are not supposed 
to. They should go off only when it is import~~t.n 
1- 11Have you spoken to them?" 
2- "Yes, I have, many times." 
Chart .1. Interaction Profile Meeting '# 4.~ fov. r- Persons* 
1 SHOWS S0LIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
' 2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
" \. laughs, shows satisfaction: 3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, "~ understands, concurs, complies: / 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying <:: "" autonomy for other: !""--.. 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, ~ expresses feeling, wish: 
--
1---
6 GIVES ORIE~TATION, information, -r--
repeats, clarifies, confirms: ~~ 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, 
...--
--
repetition, confirmation: ~ 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- ~ f--ys is, expression of feeling: L 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, I( possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with- t draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
s'ta t us, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 26 30 36 ~0 46 
Chart ~. Interact ion· Prof i le Meeting '#4- Me.Yrlber .1 1 four Persons* I 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
l aughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 1\ understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direct ion, implying \ autonomy for other: 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, \ 
expresses feeling, wish: ~ 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, 7 repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, I repetition, confirmation: / 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- / v ysis, expression of fee ling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, v 
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES,· shows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 26 30 35 40 46 
• 01 X, and Y not counted. 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the nse of Bales categories. 
Chart 3. Interaction Profile Meeting fJ4- Ol~mbe.r :t, 
I 
four Persons,. 
1 SHOWS SPLIDARITY, raises other's I status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 1\ 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 
understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
autonomy for other: 
' 6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, 
' "-
expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIEtiTATION, information, 
" ~ repeats, clarifies, confirms: / 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, r v repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- v 
ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
• 12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 15 20 26 30 35 <1.0 46 
Chart 4-. Interact ion· Profile Meeting f14-, ~}'l'lhu- ~J -fou.r Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 1\ 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, \ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, ~ understands, concurs, complies: / 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direct ion, implying v 
autonomy for other: I\ 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, \ expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, > repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, I~ repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal-
ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES,· shows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 26 30 35 46 
• 0, X, and Y not counted. 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the use of Bales categories. 
ChartS: Interaction Profile Meeting 114-, Ma._..b~r 5, fou.r Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 1 status, gives help, reward: I\ t--· 
' I 2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, ~ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 
understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
autonomy for other: 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, ~' expresses feeling, wish: 6 GIVES ORIE~TATION, i nformation, 
' ~ repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, ~ repetition, confinnation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- / I• ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, ) possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
s'ta t us, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 26 30 36 tO 4 6 
I 
'I 
' + 
I 
'I 
II 
I 
-- -
- ---
1- 11i'Jhat happens?" 
2- "Nothing. Ward 4 and 5 go off together." 
1- "Does Miss ? 11 (a Head Nurse) 
2- "She goes off to lunch alone, but other times goes off lirith 
another Head Nurse." 
1- "Maybe tomorrow at Head Nurses' meeting I could bring that 
up - want me to?" 
2- "Yes, if you would." 
1- "It 's okay if they take their time, one half hour at lunch. " 
I 
1 2- "But they are staying longer and so do the attendants." 
I 
1- "Tell Hiss (Head Nurse) and let her handle it." 
---
2- nBut the Head Nurses are the ones who set the example." 
1- "They are only supposed to have one half hour, right?" 
(looks around at the group) 
~~-"Yes ." 
5) 
(Discussion continued on another subject . ) 
11 Several factors are apparent from this example . First, the leader 
I 
, made no attempt to include the other members of the group in discussing a 
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~ problem which concerned them all. Secondly, the leader cut short the dis-
i cussion by giving her own solution to the problem in an autocratic manner. 
I 
1 
Thirdly, the leader was involved in an area which rightfully belonged to 
., the Supervisor - that of holding meetings with the Head Nurses for dis-
I· cussion of their problems and for direct connnunication. Thus tension and 
1 hostility came with any discussion involving this area and the leader 
I 
I' attempted to avoid it by becoming directive or by changing the subject . 
I 
•I 
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This example, typifying others of a similar nature throughout Series I, 
means that the leader's index went up by virtue of her autocratic role in 
the group. Hember 2, on the other hand, who also shmv-ed a high leadership 
index, was the resource person in the group or the one to whom both the 
leader and the other members looked for suggestions, confirmation of de-
cisions, and so on. 
Further profiles of Series I are located in Appendix B. Note that 
in Meeting #1, in Figure 5, it was Member 2 >vho set the "climate" of the 
I - -
group. Her profile for this meeting most closely resembled that of the 
group profile. Member 3, on the other hand, showed much more agreement 
with the leader than any other member. In fact, out of the ten and one 
half per cent shown by the entire group, six and one half per cent was 
expressed by Hember 3 alone. Nuch of this agreement might possibly have 
been toward the leader which this member was unable to express due to her 
feelings concerning the leader. Disagreement in Member 3 could only be 
expressed in the absence of the leader which held true throughout both 
series of meetings . Conflict between members often acts as an inhibiting 
1 factor in any group as it did in this one. Certainly it can be seen in 
Figure 5 that l'fember 3 steadily loses status in the group and yet this 
member, as discussed previously, had definite leadership potentialities 
as observed i n her relationship with other personnel. 
Figure 5 on page 54 demonstrates an overall increase in the leadership 
index of Member 4 in Series I who attended four out of six meetings. Her 
highest index appeared in Meeting #6 which is, incidentally or not, the 
one meeting which Member 2 did not attend, thus bringing out more vividly 
I 
~ 
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a certain amount of competition for the leadership role on the part of 
Nember 4. This is not ru1 uncommon occurrence in small groups with potential 
leaders involved. 
Member 5 also attended four meetings out of a possible six in Series 
I. This member was the youngest and least experienced member of the group . 
She was also a newcomer to the group method of problem-solving. It is 
reasonable to expect a lower status from Hember 5 due to her position in 
the group and to her naturally quiet and passive personality. It v-ms also 
reasonable to expect that she needed additional support and encouragement 
from the group, including the leader. The excerpt below was taken from 
Meeting #4 in Series I and is an example of lack of support for this member : 
5- "I wish you would clarify Mr. for me." (An attendant) 
---
1- 1111'Jell1 he's an attendant and helps with patients, electric 
shocK, painting on the ward and so on. ~ihen he has finished 
his day he should be off the ward." 
5- "Just how do you get him off the ward?" 
1- "Report him to me if he doesn 1 t. 11 
At this point another member of the group came to the support of 
Hember 5: 
3- "Saturday and Sunday he will cut hair for the patients even 
if he isn't on duty. You kind of hate to send him off ." 
2- "Other attendants seem concerned about him." 
5- "I heard a rumor that there was a warrant out for his arrest." 
1- " said he didn 1 t hit her." 
-~--
3- "Just pushed her, didn't he?" 
l- "If he hangs around and won't go off, tell him you will have 
to report him to me. 11 
II 
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The subject 1vas abruptly changed at this point with nothing actually 
solved in a.11swer to the question, 11 hovr do you get him off the ward?" 
Members 2 and 3 were completely ignored by the leader in their support of 
Member 5. There is evidence of a common problem here in regard to this 
attendant which mi ght have been worked out through group acti on had the 
leader kept the discussion open. She accepted the responsibility for the 
attendant without allowing the Supervisor to try to work it out first and 
then bring the problem to her if she failed to make any head1v-ay. Although 
Hember 5 contributed little, verbally, she did remain attentive by giving 
her full attention to the discussions of the other members. 
Feed-back of Material between Series I and Series II 
After Series I, the next two meetings (Heetings 117 and #8) 1-1ere de-
v-o-t.ed to sho-vring the group the data collected up to that point, illustrated 
by the verbatim notes, Bales Interaction Sheet and the Group Problem-
Solving Sheet. The profiles of the group and individuals in the group 
were also discussed. It was felt that if the role of the leader in the 
group was discussed first, and accepted by the leader, then the roles of 
the other m~~bers might be accepted as well. Such proved to be the case, 
and as Series II lvlll demonstrate, this evaluation proved to be beneficial 
to the grmith of the leader and, consequently, to the group as a 1-vhole . 
As the interactions of individuals are studied in Appendix A and the 
profiles in Appendix B, a pattern emerges regarding Series I. It can be 
, seen that Member 2 really assumed the leadership role and set the cl:Lrnate 
for the group. This member foll01-Ted most closely the profile of the group 
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itself. It should be remembered, hmv-ever, that the profiles are based only 
on the actions initiated by individuals while the leadership indices are 
derived from both the actions initiated and received according to the for-
mulae worked out in Chapter III on pages 29 and 30. Thus it is i nferred 
that the actual leader of the group (.Hember 1) received her highest indices 
by being directive and demanding individual responses from group members . 
In Series II it will be demonstrated that Member 1 assumed the leadership 
role by virtue of her increased understanding and practice of democ ratic 
principles involved in the group process. 
Series II 
Although the graph on page 54 shows a similar pattern of leadership 
growth in Member 1, the quality of that leadership improved greatly. For 
example, by Mee ting #11, a discussion in the group sounded like this: 
has started an orientation booklet. Have you 
-"'""'-
1- "Mrs. 
seen !'t'?" 
3- "No, I haven•t." 
1- "It might be a good idea to keep a copy on your desk." 
2- "It's a swell plan. I put a few notes in it as I read it over ." 
4- "We could give it out to new employees when we give them the 
keys. It would show our attitudes here." 
2- "I already wrote that in as a suggesti on." 
4- "I thou~ht if they decided to have it we would need some 
money 1io get it J.n print. 11 
1- 11\'le could mimeograph it. We do have money for that. Besides, 
things change so fast here, it would be easier to make changes 
that way." 
4- "How attractive would that be?" 
1- "Well, there is an example of what could be done right there 
in back of you on the shelf." 
4- "I thought we could get a group together and let them help 
us work it out." 
1- 11\..Jhom do you suggest for a committee?" 
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This discussion was carried on to some length until all members had parti-
cipated, made suggestions, formulated a plan of working it out, and desig-
nated those who would be responsible for it as far as their ovm group was 
concerned. The leader, instead of mrudng the decisions and cutting short 
the discussion, let the group work it out, thus giving them the feeling 
that they were united in a common undertaldng which they had originated 
themselves. The leader supported them with factual infonnation which 
might facilitate the project. 
Member 2 still held her high status in the group in this series of 
meetings although it will be noted in the profiles in Appendix B that the 
group as a whole began to shmi more closely related profiles as the meetings 
, progressed. The leader became more and more democratic, thus indicating a 
fairly rapid growth in leadership. Member 2 supported the leader and grew 
along ~nth her. Meeting 1110 in Series II, in which Member 2 reaches her 
lowest leadership index, shows a ve~ interesting profile. (See Appendix 
B.) The rate of antagonism or hostility (Category 12) far exceeds the 
rate of solidarity (Category 1). Here the problems of tension reduction 
and reintegration are the most prominent for any of the twelve meetings. 
The profiles for Meeting #10 in Appendix B show that Members 3 and 4 
account for the entire hostility shown. This incidence was due to the fact 
that the leader had to leave the group for a short period of time. The 
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topic under discussion when the leader left was a controversial one. Only 
after the leader left the group did }1ember 3 voice her hostility. In the 
1 preceding pages the statement was made that the high rate of agreement 
shovm by Member 3 could have been veiled hostility. Th:is point is sub-
stantiated by the hostile attack by Member 3 when the leader was absent. 
The hostility, apparently, was not consciously directed at the leader but 
converted to an individual outside the group. Member 2 showed no hostility 
and attempted to smooth things over while the leader was absent liThich is 
indicated by her high rate of solidarity shown in her profile for this 
meeting. Hember 4 expressed her hostility during the presence of the 
leader as well as when she left the group and was the one who became the 
11 real 11 leader of the meeting . 
Member 1, according to the profiles, shmved an increasingly similar 
pattern to that of the group, so that little by little as her leadership 
improved democratically, her status in the group also increased. She 
became, rightfully, the climate setter - the "real" leader of the group as 
well as the actual l eader. 
In Meeting #11, Member 5 reached her highest leadership index for all 
twelve meetings. This was primarily due to the fact that the leader at-
I tempted to bring out this member and gave her more opportunities to parti-
cipate which she responded to quickly. For example, a few brief excerpts 
taken from Heeting #ll showed the leader's increased awareness of the 
needs of this particular individual: 
1- "1ihat 1 s on our minds today? Miss ? \Vhat is on your 
mind?" ------
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Again, later in the meeting: 
1- "Do they like the classes? 11 
Other members of the group also encouraged Member 5 and made her feel that 
her cont~lbutions were worthwhile even though she was younger and less 
experienced. The jump in this member's leadership index in the last meet-
ing she attended before her vacation was a signifi cant one. Figure 5 on 
page 54 illustrates her increase in status ve~ vividly. 
The progress of the group itself and the individuals in the group, 
as demonstrated in Series II, was brought about by the increased awareness 
on the part of the leader of the importance of functioning democratically. 
The group felt these meetings were worthwhile only after they began to 
take an active role in the planning, deciding, and carrying out of de-
cisions themselves. Not only were more efficient communications estab-
lished, but a method of solving problems effectively had been accepted. 
Not only was the group able to effect changes in the situation but the 
, needs of the situation were more fully met.. Individual growth on the part 
of the members was the most outstanding product of this group who had 
1 learned to work democratically together and, as a result, the personal II 
needs of these individuals were more fully realized as they set about meet-
ing the needs of the institution. 
I 
I 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOl'JivlENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
The findings of this study, while in no way conclusive, point out the 
I 
I effectiveness of democratic group discussion as a means of developing 
leadership in its members. This is evidenced by: 
1. The increase in the status of Member 1 (the leader ) during Series 
II when democratic means were employed. 
2. The growth of leadership in Member 2, who already possessed leader-
ship qualities. 
3. The maintenance of a leadership position of Member 4 who also 
showed leadership qualities . 
4. An improvement in the growth of leadership in Member 5, who did 
not show leadership ability at first. 
5. The practice of democratic leadership of individual members when 
they became leaders of a group themselves, thus avoiding some of 
the pitfalls of autocratic leadership they had experienced during 
Series I. 
The findings of this study also indicated that democratic group dis-
. cussion can be used as a problem-solving technique as evidenced by: 
1 . The lack of productivity in Series I, which was due, in part, to 
the ne~mess of the group and the insecurity of all of the members 
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in the process i tself. 
2. The group solution of many of the same problems in Series II which 
had already been discussed in Series I but which had failed to be 
solved as the result of group action. 
3. The results of the more democratic group discussion in Series II 
became wide-spread by effecting actual policy changes in the 
structural set-up of the organization as a whole which proved to 
be beneficial by irr~roving communications and interpersonal rela-
tionships among staff members. 
Recommendations 
The recommendations listed below are based on the findings of this 
' study and are offered in an attempt to guide ne1..r groups starting out and 
1 in improving groups already under way. 
1 . A time should be set, agreeable to all members, for meetings to 
1
1 
take place regularly. 
I! I In this way, the members (and especially the leader) come to knm~ one 
another's personalities, potentialities, and needs more quickly and effec-
11 
1 tively so that this knowledge can be utilized to further group growth and 
I 
II 
II P~Ter. Continuity in group progress is enhanced if all members are present 
II to contribute to their ideas, suggestions and plans in the solution of a 
I 
II problem 1r1hich arises from the group itself . 
I 
2. Goals should be set by the group and arise from a common need felt 
by the group. 
If the leader sets the goals, the group may be forced to c~~ply with 
~ -- --
II 
u-- - .. ll 
I 
I 
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, them -vrhich immediately limits cooperative thinld..ng and planning. Emotional 
blocks may be created by suppressing or inhibiting free interplay of minds, 1 
thus prohibiting the satisfaction of reaching goals. A group ceases t o 
be democratic when the goals are set by an outside authority. 
3. Some means of evaluation of the progress of the group should be 
decided upon by the group from the beginning . 
In the group under study, no way of knowing what took place in previous 
meetings was thought of unti l near the end of the study. Not until the 
1 group was really functioning democratically did the members feel it would 
be of value to be able to have some means of evaluating their progress. 
The suggestion for recording the meetings came from one of the members. 
I The group then decided among themselves where the responsibility lay in 
II 
keeping these records and how they would be used . Had this group started 
out with this evaluation procedure in a democratic atmosphere, some of the 
I 
difficulties encountered in the group may have been discovered earlier and 
helped to unite the group more quickly. 
4. Once the group makes a decision it is up to the leader to comply 
with it. 
A democratic leader may not use veto pmver. If she does, then there 
jl 
:I is little use in continuing the group because the very purpose of "group" 
11 discussion is void. 
II 
5. The group process would be more effective if all members of the 
group were instructed in the techniques, characteristics, and 
dynamics of group action. 
'I 
I 
l 
I 
l, 
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In this particular area, the group under study failed to come to 
this realization at all and the leader completely omitted this considera-
tion when the SUpervisors' Meetings were started. I f a new group meets 
to develop leadership among its members, or to use the gr oup method as a 
means of problem-solving, or for any other common purpose, then a basic 
knowledge of the points just stated is essential when these members are to 
1 gain experience in leading a group of their own. These characteristics as 
~ I 
11 
II 
stated in Chapter II on page 11 are reiterated here for emphasis: 
a. A sense of "belongingness" should be created which brings 
out the best i n every individual . 
b. A recognition of the worth of each individual member of 
the group . 
c . An acceptance of social control by the group because this 
control is established by the group itself without force 
or pressure . 
d . An understanding of one anothers' thinking, actions, and 
needs which affords greater unity of the group and thus 
more effective action. 
6. When the members of one group have had practice in participating 
li 
in a democratic group for a sufficient length of time each member 1 
should be given the opportunity to lead her own group. (Sufficient 
time depends upon the skill of the leader and the progress the 
group has made . ) 
One group may be able to progress enough in three months to begin 
giving leadership experience, under guidance to a potential leader within II 
the group . Other groups may take longer. The group under study was not 
ready for this until the end of six months . 
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There is nothing as effective as practice in an area where skill is 
needed, provided that practice is under the guidance of a competent leader. 
For example, it would be futile f or a person to take piano lessons from 
an individual who had j ust begun studying the piano himself . The same is 
t~Je for the practice of democratic leadership - it should be done under 
the guidance of a skilled leader. As each member of a group becomes more 
skilled as a leader herself, she can eventually _become the guide for 
members of her own group . Thus , if a Supervisor becomes a member of a 
democratic group, followed by leadership in a group of her own, such as a 
I 
Head Nurse group for example, then she in turn TN.ill be able to guide the 
Head Nurse who has the potentialities into a group leadership role . 
Just as a pebble dropped into a single spot in a pool of still water 
· causes ever-widening circles of waves to spread over the entire surface, 
I 
so does the beginning of a truly democratic group process have the power 
' to eventually start a series of changes that are felt throughout an entire 
1 organization. Only by livinE democratically can you ~ democratic . 
Suggestions for Further Study 
It is clear from this study that there is a need for further study 
. of small groups as a means of self-appraisal, not only of Supervisors of 
I 
, Nursing but for other professional nursing groups . If nurses are to learn 
,, how to participate in a democratic group, or how to lead a democratic 
' II 
group of their own, then some means of evaluating themselves seems necessary. 
!Only after many such small groups utilize Bales method of measuring itself 
I 
can the validity and usefulness of this method be determined and modifica-
. tions made to fulfill the needs of the group . 
I 
II 
~ 
I 
Another area for investigation which evolved during the progress of 
this study was the need of a follow-up study of each Supervisor when she 
75 
became leader of a group of Head Nurses herself. Such an investigation 
might be more valuable if there was a control group; one such group ~nth-
out guidance and another group under the guidance of a democratic leader. 
In this way, the advantages and needs for guidance might be determined more 
specifically. 
The last area for further investigation that presented itself during 
the course of this study was that of providing more and more &nall group 
discussions with a means of evaluating the se groups (such as Bales Inter-
action Analysis) in the basic curriculum of schools of nursing. Students 
, of nursing are potential leaders in their chosen field. One way of dete r -
mining the usefulness of democratic group discussion in bringing out 
leadership qualities of students is to study this phenomenon as it occurs . 
The value of such democratic practices can best be determined through 
scientific investigation. 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
- ·-- ... 
-- -
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SERIES I 
Chart.l.. Interaction Profile Meet i ng 11 1.. .J G-roo.A.~, thr4t~ Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: ~ 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, ~ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, l> understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying I~ autonomy for other: r---
5 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, r---r--
expresses feeling, wis h: --, i 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, lJ repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
--
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, ,---~ repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluat i on, a nal- ~ ysis, expression of feel i ng : 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, ~ possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: ~ 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks fo r help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
s'tatus, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 15 20 21i 30 35 40 41i 
Chart L. Interaction· Profile Meeting ti:J., MerY1b10.r 1, t'h""~c.. Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, j ekes, 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 
unde rstands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying \ autonomy for other: 
li GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, \ expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, 
' 
repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, :> repetition, confirmation: ...,. 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- I / ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, I possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES,· shows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks f or help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 21i 30 35 (0 (6 
• 0, X, and Y not counted, 
Source: Prof iles are based on data collected with the use of Bales categories. 
Char t ~ . In te ract ion Pr ofi le Meet ing "11 1. 1 Mtamb<.r- 2., thr~e· Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 1\ 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, \ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, > unders t ands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying . • ~ autonomy for other: 
5 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, ............. 
"1 expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES OR IENTATION, in format 1on, J repeat s , c la r ifies, confirms: ...,.. 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, informati on, ~ repetit ion, confirmati on: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, ana l - > ysis , expression of fee ling: 9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, 1v possible ways of action: 
10 DISA GREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: 
' \ 11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Fi eld": 
with- \ 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other 's \. 
s-tat us, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 15 20 21i 30 35 4 0 45 
Chart4. lnteractio~ Profile Meeti ng "# 1.1 Me.mbe,. 4 1 t:hr4!.t!. Persons * 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 1\ 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, \ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, > understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, imp l yi ng I~ autonomy for other: 
5 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, ............. ~ express es feeling, wish: ~ 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, ~ 
repeats, clarifies, confirms: / 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, r r epetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, eva luation, anal- ~ ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direct ion, 
possib l e ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds he lp: ,. 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, de f l ates other's ~ status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 15 20 21i 30 35 
• 0, X, a.nd Y not counted. 
Sou r ce: Profiles are based on data collected wit h the use of Bales categories . 
Chart 5': Interaction Profile Meeting tJ 2 1 C. .,.ou..p • Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
I' status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, ~ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, > nnders tands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying ~ autonomy for other: 
-.. 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, r---
............ expresses feeling, wish: b-... 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, ............... ~ repeats, clarifies, confirms: .,...,. 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, ~ I-"" repetition, confirmation: 
--8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- r-v-ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, ( possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, It formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's ~ s'tatus, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 15 20 26 30 36 40 46 
Chart 6. Interact ion· Prof i le Meeting tJ 2., H~-J-t.,.. .r 1 f.,,;<- Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
• laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 
understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying ~ autonomy for other: 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, ~ expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, ............. ~ repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, 
" > repetition, confirmation: ,.... 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- ,~V r"" ysis, expression of :feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, ( possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds help: I 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 26 30 36 40 46 
• 0, X, and Y not counted. 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the use of Bales categories. 
Chart 7. Interaction Profile Meeting ff '£, Me.mb~r Z_, Feve. Pe rsons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, ~ underst ands, concurs , complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
autonomy for other: \ 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, \ expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, 
>-repeats, clarifies, confirms : 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, (' repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluati on, anal-
' 
ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, , 
possible ways of action: ~ 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, ~ formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's ~ s'tatus, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 15 20 25 30 36 40 46 
Chart e. Interaction· Prof i Je Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's ~ status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 
understands , concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
autonomy for other: 
5 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, 
' 
expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, } repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, v repeti tion, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal-
ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, 
pass ible ways of act ion: ~ 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks f or help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's ~ status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 25 30 36 40 46 
• 0, X, and Y not coun ted. 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the use of Bales categories. 
Chart~- Interact ion Profile Meet i ng tl Z.., f\~e Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
" 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, ~ understands , concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying I~ autonomy for other: 
5 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, b expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, / v repeats, clar ifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, inf ormation, I repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, e valuation, anal-
ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rej ection, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's ~ s'tatus, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 15 20 211 30 811 40 411 
Chart .to. Interact ion· Prof i le Meeting t1 z., Me.ntb«-r- ~ f•vf! Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
• status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
laughs, shows sat is fact ion: 
s AGREES, shows passive acceptance, ~~ understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
autonomy for other: 
II GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, 
' 
expresses fee ling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, )~ repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, v 
repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINI ON, evaluation, ana l-
ysis, expression of fee ling : • 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGEST ION, direct ion, 
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, s hows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds help: 4 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, wit h-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 lfi 20 211 so 85 40 411 
• O, X, and Y not counted, 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the use of Bales categories, 
Chart 1:1. Interact ion Profile Meeting # 3, Group, ..fout- Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other' s 
status, gives help, reward: ~ 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, ........ ~ l aughs , shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, C> understands, concurs , complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying K ~ autonomy for other: 
"""" 6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, r--~ 
expresses feeling , wish: .............. 
.... 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, 
-t:>~ repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
-7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, 
..--
---
repetition, confirmation: 
./ 
8 ASKS FOR OPI NION, evaluation, anal - , 
ysis, expression of feeling: / 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGEST ION, direction, ( possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with -
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, def lates other's ~ 
s'tatus , defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 26 30 36 40 46 
Chart 11.. Interaction· Prof ile Meeting# 3, fl\et'l'\be.r '1, fo'«t- Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, ~ understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
autonomy f or other: 
' 6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, 
' i\ expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, \ repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, ~ repetition, confirmation: 
./ 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- f v ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direct ion, { possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES,· shows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's ~ status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 25 30 35 40 46 
• 0, X, and Y not counted. 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the nse of Bales categories. 
Chart 1.3. Interaction Profile Meeting tl '3 ~ M-e.rnbe.t" :l., -fuu....- Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
' 2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
' 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, ) unders tands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying ~ autonomy for other: 
5 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, ~ expresses feeli ng, wis h: 
...... 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, i nformation, > repeats, clarif ies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, informati on, 
r v repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- I 
ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of action: J 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, I 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
s'tatus, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 411 
Chart.1~. Interaction· Profile Meeting 11"3, to'\ e., be.Lr '3, fo'4.r Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's ~ status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, ~ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows pass i ve acceptance, > understands, concurs, canplies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying ~ v 
autonomy for other: ~ 
II GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, ~ expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, ). repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, ~ repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal -
ysis, expression of fee l i ng: ~ 
9 ASKS FOR .SUGGESTION, direct ion, 
possible ways o! action: 
10 DISAGREES,· shows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds help: t 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks f or help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other' s 
' status, de f ends or asserts self: 
Pe r cent 0 5 10 1li 20 21i 30 35 40 
• 0, X, and Y not counted, 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the use of Bales categories. 
Chart 1.5. Interaction Profile Meeting # :J, Member S: fou.~ Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
·laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 
understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
autonomy !or other: 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, \ expresses feeling, wish: 
8 GIVES ORIENTATION, in! ormation, > repeats,. clarifies, confirms: 
'1 !SIS FOR ORIENTATION, in!orma t ion, ( repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASIS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal-
ysis, expression o! feeling: 
9 ASIS FOR SUGGBSTIUN, direction, 
.. possible ways o! action: 
10 DISAGREES, sbows rassive rejection, 
formality, witbbo ds belp: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks !or belp, witb-
draws •out o! Field": 
11 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
s~atus, defends or asserts ael:t: 
l:'ercent 0 II I 0 1:11 80 u 40 46 
Chart.:l..6. Interaction Profile fo"r Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: ~ 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
" ~ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, "'~-understands, concurs, complies: / 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying < autonomy for other: I'-.. 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, -~ r--. expresses feeling, wish: r--... 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, 
-r--repeats, clarifies, confirms: t:>~ 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, l,...- :...--
repetition, confirmation: L--
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- ~ 1---'" ysis, expression of feeling: / 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, If possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with- ~ 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
s'ta t us, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 26 30 36 40 46 
Chart .L7. Interact ion· Prof i Je Meeting #4-; Membu· 1. 1 ..fo~r Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
s AGREES, shows passive acceptance, ~-
understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying \ autonomy for other: 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, \ expresses feeling, wish: t---.... 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, 
....... 17 repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, informat ion, ll repetition, confirmation: 
"' 8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal-
/ 
v 
.ys is , expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR .SUGGESTION, direction, v 
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, wi th-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 26 so 36 40 46 
• O, X, and Y not counted. 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the use of Bales categories. 
CN . 
Chart 18. Interaction Profile 
.f'o<.u· Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: \ 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, ', laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 
understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 4' autonomy for other: 
5 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, 
" 
" 
expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, tnformatton, "\ !It repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
./ 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, / I' repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- v 
ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
" 
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
s'tatus, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
Chart l.9. lnte ractio~ Profile Meeting fl. 4-, M~bt.r 3, .fou.r Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 1\ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, "\ t) understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direct ion, implying ,/ 
autonomy f or other: 
5 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, 
' 
expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, I> repeats, clari fies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, ~ repet ition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- If 
ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direct ion, 
possible ways of act ion: 
10 DISAGREES> shows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
• 0, X, and Y not counted. 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the nse of Bales categories. 
I co. 
Chart 2.0· Interact ion Profile Meet i ng '#4; Member ~; four Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other' s 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 1\ 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 
11 understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
autonomy for other: 
5 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, 
' 
expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, 
" ~ repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, / repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal - / ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of action: 
" 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
s'tatus, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
jO(. 
Chart t.:s.. Interaction Profile Meeting '115, ~O&.c.t- Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, \ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, ) understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying ~ autonomy for other: 1'---
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, 
-
..__ 
expresses feeling, wish: 
--.............. 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, 1nformation, ............. t::> repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
-
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, 
\ - -repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- l). ysis, expression of feeling: 
./ 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, ~ possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 1\ 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's \, 
status, defends or assert s self: 
Percent 0 5 10 15 20 26 30 36 40 46 
Chart z.z.. Interaction· Profile Meeting '# S', 1'\eW"tbc..r- :1, ~our Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
8 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, } understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
autonomy for other: ~ 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, 
" ~ expresses feeling, wish: 6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, 
' 
repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, informa tion, \ repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- ~ ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR .SUGGESTION, direction, V" possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with -
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 26 80 35 46 
• 0, X, and Y not counted. 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the use of Bales categories. 
I OJ... 
Chart 1.3. Interaction Profile Meeting II S: n'-IH~~~ ~I -faur Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 1\. 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, ) laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, f understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
autonomy for other: 
'-... 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, 
'-..... expresses feeling, wish: 
' 6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, 
' ~ repeats, clarifies, confirms: _.,..... 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, r ~ repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- 1/ ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's .. I\ s-tatus, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 26 30 36 40 
Chart~~. Interaction· Profile Meeting # S, fit ct\'l'be.l'" 3, +ou.r- Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 1\ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, s hows passive acceptance, ~ understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
autonomy for other: 1\ 
5 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, 
'\ expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATI ON, information, > repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, v repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal-
• ysis, expression of fee ling: 
9 ASKS FOR .SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of act ion: 
10 DISAGREES,· shows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's ~ status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 26 30 35 (0 
• 0, X, and Y not counted. 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the use of Bales categories. 
Chart 1..5: Interaction Profile Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward : 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 
• understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
autonomy for ot he r: r-..... 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, 
' 1\ expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, ). repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, I~ repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal-
• ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of act ion: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's I\ s<tatus, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 26 30 36 40 
Chart 2,6. Interaction Profile Meeting # 6, ,_o\A.r Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, r a ises other's 
status, gives he lp, reward: 
' 2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, . , 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, ) understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying L autonomy for other: 
6 GIVES OPINION, eva luation, analysis, 
expresses feeling, wish: 
./ ~ 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, v / repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, r:_ ~ repetition, con fi rmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- J ysis, expression of feeling: ~ 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, r .....-possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Field" : 
with-
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
s'tatus, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 26 30 36 40 46 
Chart t.1. Interaction· Profile Meeting # 6, Me"'be~ l. , ~uv.w- Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
stat us, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 
understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying ~ autonomy for other: 
6 GIVES OPINION, eva lua tion, analysis, I', 
expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, 
repeats, clarifies, confirms: / 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, 
-< 
v 
repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- > ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, r l ..... possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejections, I[ 
formality, withholds he lp: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 26 30 35 46 
• 0, X, and Y not counted, 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the nse of Bales categories. 
/0£ 
Chart ze. Interaction Profile four Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 
• understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying ~ autonomy for other: 
5 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, I> expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, f' repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, 
repetition, confirmation: ~ 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- f ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, I 
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
s'ta t us, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 15 20 26 30 36 40 46 
Chart "13. Interaction· Prof i Je Meeting ti 6, 1'1\t.YM\H"' 4, fo1.4...,. Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, j ekes, ~ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 
> understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
'--autonomy for other: 1---
5 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, r--
--, expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, ,/ 
repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
............... 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTAT ION, information, r ~ repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- f ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR .SUGGESTION, direct ion, 
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES,· shows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 15 20 26 30 35 40 46 
• O, X, and Y not counted. 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the use of Bales categories. 
/06-
Chart -so. Interaction Profile f.<,.._.,. Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 1\ 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, j okes, ) laughs, shows sat is fact ion: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 
understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying II 
autonomy for other: r---..... 
5 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, I> expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, (" repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, ~ repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal -
ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of action: :1 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
s~atus, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 15 20 26 30 36 40 46 
SERIES II 
'I 
#=--- -
/07. 
Chart "3:L. Interaction Profile Meeting fl. ', Gruw..p , f~ Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
r status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, ~ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, -> understands, concurs, complies: ..... 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying .c._ 
,...... 
autonomy for other: r--
-5 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, 
- -expresses feeling, wish: 7 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, ~ 
repeats, clarifies, confirms: ~ 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, ~ ~ repetition, confirmation: / 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- I v ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, I possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, v 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's ~ s'tatus, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
Chart ~1. Interact ion· Prof i le Meeting fl. t, Me.l'\bU" l.1 -fou.r- Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
' 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 
understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
autonomy for other: ~ 
5 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, '\ ~ expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, ) repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, r repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- ~ ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR .SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejections, II 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 11 
status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 15 10 1li 20 25 30 35 
• 0, X, and Y not counted. 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the use of Bales categories. 
/08. 
Chart "!> '3. Interact ion Prof i 1 e Meeting fl. 9, Me~ttbe.r 'L, fou.~ Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's It status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
' 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, > understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying ~ autonomy for other: 
5 GIVES OPINION; evaluation, analysis, 
-~ 
'1 • expresses feeling, wish: / 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, / repeats, clarifies, confirms: / 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, / v repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- ( ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
s'ta t us, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 15 20 26 30 86 40 46 
Chart 34. Interaction· Profile Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
' 8 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, " ~ understands, concurs, complies: / 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying < autonomy for other: 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, 17 expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, I) repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, /~ repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- { ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR .SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of act ion: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 15 20 26 so 35 
• O, X, and Y not counted. 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the nse of Bales categories. 
Chart "3S Interaction Profile Meeting tf. 9, M.e.mbe.r f: four Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
' 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, ~ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, f understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying I 
autonomy for other: 
'\. 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, 
' 
expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, fl repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, ( repetition, confirmati on: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal-
ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows pass ive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
s'tatus, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 26 30 36 40 46 
/10-
Chart 36. Interaction Profile Meeting tf..:Lo, G-rrou p., ~u, Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
! status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, ( laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 
' [)' understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
'-autonomy for other: r---
-6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, r-- r---~ expresses feeling, wish: / 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, 
_/ v repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
-7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, r ---repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- ~ ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, I possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, :i formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": i'-... 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's ~ s<tatus, defends or asserts selt: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 211 30 311 40 411 
Chart 37. Interaction· Profile 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
statue, iiTel help, reward: i\.. 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, > lauihs, shows satisfaction: 
8 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, v 
understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implyini ~ autonomy for other: 
a GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, ........ 
.... , expresses feelini, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, ). repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, 
repetition, confirmation: < 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- , ysie, expression of feelini: 
9 ASKS FOR .SUGGESTION, direction, j poee ible ways of act ion: 
10 DISAGREES,· shows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds help: v 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other1 e 
statue, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 10 u 20 80 
• 0, X, and Y not counted. 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the use of Bales cateioriee. 
1(1. 
Chart .,a. Interaction Profile 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's ~ status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, ~ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, ~ u nde rs t ands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
" 
autonomy for other: 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, J expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, I) repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, 
' 
repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal-
ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: t 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
s'tatus, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 26 30 36 40 46 
Chart~'· Interaction· Prof i le Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, .~ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
s AGREES, shows passive acceptance, ~ understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
"" 
autonomy for other: 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, I> expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, f repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, f repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, 
ysis, expression of feeling: 
anal- If 
9 ASKS FOR .SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of act ion: 
10 DISAGREES,· shows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds help: 
• 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
'\. 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's \, 
status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 25 30 35 40 46 
• 0, X, and Y not counted. 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the use of Bales categories. 
J ( ';)... 
Chart "f{J. Interaction Profile Meeting fl. .:LO, fVle.,.,.be.,. .P.., ~~A~" Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
laughs, shows satisfaction: ~ 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, } understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying ~ autonomy for other: 
li GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, '-......._ 
expresses feeling, wish: 
./ 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, 
I / repeats, clarifies, con:l'irms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, I repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal - f ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
' 12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
" • s-tatus, defends or asserts self: Percent 0 5 10 15 20 26 30 35 40 
(IJ. 
Chart-41 . Interaction Profile Meeting H1..i1 Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's I status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, I( laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 
'> understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 1._ autonomy for other: 
--6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, 
---
r--expresses feeling, wish: ~ r--. 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, -
--repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
-:::::::::, 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, 
repetition, confirmation: ,.,-
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- / v ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, I possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, I 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
s-tatus, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 26 30 36 40 46 
Chart ttl-. Interac ti on· Profile Meeting H .LL, 1. fi>u..,. , Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, r aises other's I status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, If 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 
understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 1'-autonomy for other: 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, ' 
"'--.. expresses feeling, wish: 
........ 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, ~ ;:.e 
repeats, clarifies, confirms: _.,... 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, r ~ repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, 
ysis, expression of feeling: 
anal- I 
9 ASKS FOR .SUGGESTION, direction, i possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks f or help, wit h-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates ot her's 
status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 15 20 26 30 36 40 46 
• 0, X, and Y not counted, 
Source: Prof iles are based on data collected with the use of Bales categories. 
Chart+3 . Interaction Profile Meet i ng "#.1..1 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, ~' understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
., autonomy for other: 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, ~ expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, L). repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, T 
...... 
repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- I 
ysis, . expression of feeling: I 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, 
-
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
s-tatus, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 26 30 86 40 
Chart++. Interaction· Profile Meeting "#..l1, l'f~,.kl. "S'.J ~~~~-- Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives hel!l, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, j ekes, 
' 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
s AGREES, shows passive acceptance, I understands, concurs, ccrnplies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
autonomy for other: 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, 
' 
expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, \ 
repeats, clarifies, confirms: / 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, I repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, 
ysis, expression of feeling: 
anal- I 
9 ASKS FOR .SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks f or help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 26 so 36 40 
• 01 X, and Y not counted. 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the nse of Bales categories. 
/1,-: 
Chart .tfs"; Interaction Profile Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 
' 
understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
autonomy for other: 
" 6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, ~ expresses feeling, wish: 1\ 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, ) repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, informati on, ~ repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- ~ ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: ~ 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
s'ta t us, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 85 40 411 
II' -
Chart -+6- Interaction Profile Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
• status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
" 3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, ~ understands, concurs, complies: ~ 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying '\. autonomy for other: ........._ 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, 
---
--. expresses feeling, wish: 
............ 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, ~ repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, 
r ----repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- ~ ysis, expression of feeling: / 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, v 
possible ways of action: ~ 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, / formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's I s-tatus, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 15 20 25 30 36 40 45 
Chart 4-7. Interact ion· Profile Meeting 11.1.~, He,~tt- J., ~w~~:~ Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, ~ understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying ~ autonomy for other: 
5 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, ~ 
' 
expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, )· repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, ~ repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- ) ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR .SUGGESTION, direction, 
~ / possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES,· shows passive rejections, v formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with- I draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 16 20 25 30 85 40 
• 01 X, and Y not counted. 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the use of Bales categories. 
//? 
Chart L{-8. Interaction Profile Meeting '# .:t .Z, #e?H6~ ~ -l:t.No Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
laughs, shows satisfaction: ~ 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, \ understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
" 
autonomy for other: 
6 GIVES OPINION, eva luat i on, analysis, 
" 
expresses feeling, wish: 
6 
_GIVES ORIENTATION, information, ~ · repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, ~ ...-repetition, confirmation: · J 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- ( ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, If 
possible ways of action: -
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: ~ 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks fo r help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, defla tes other's ~ s'tatus, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 25 30 36 40 45 
//8. 
Chart +9. · Interaction Profile Meet ing #1.~, Grou.p, ~QlLI" Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
~ status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, ~ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, \ understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
"---autonomy for other: r---
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, 
-----~--expresses feel ing, wish: 
-
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, l-1 repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
--7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, ~ ---repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- > ysis, expression of feeling: / 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, r v possible ways of action.: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, If 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks fo r help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's I~ s'ta t us, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
Chart ~ · Interact ion· Profi Je 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's , 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, I~ understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying ~ autonomy for other: 
5 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, ~ 
!II expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, ~ repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, < repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal-
""' 
• ysis, expression of feeling: / 
9 ASKS FOR .SUGGESTION, direction, r 
/ 
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejections, v formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's ~ status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 36 
• 0, X, and Y not counted. 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the use of Bales categories. 
/19. 
Chart ?.1.. . Interaction Profile Meeting fl: :z. ~, !'fJG.-,... 6e.,. Z, fou,. Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, r a ise s other's 
sta tus, give s help, r ewa rd: ~ 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
·laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive accepta nce, 
understa nds, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying ~ autonomy fo r other: 
5 GIVES OPINION, evalua t i on, analysis, ~ , 
expresses fee ling, wi s h: / 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, informat i on, v repeats, clari f ies , confi rms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, informat i on, f repet i tion, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, e valuation, anal- '/ 
ysis, expression of feel i ng: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of action: ~ 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds he l p: ·~ 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
~ 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONI SM, de fla t e s other's 
s'tatus, defends or a s s e rts self: 
Pe rcent 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
Chart $''/,, Interaction· Profile Meeting #11, l1e~6-u- '3~ -lou~ Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's I~ status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, , 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 
understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
autonomy for other: 
5 GIVES OPINION, evalua tion, analysis, ~ 
expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, i nformation, l repeats , clarifies, confi rms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, ( repetit i on, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evalua tion, anal-
ysis, expre s s ion of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR .SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of action: • 
10 DISAGREES,· shows passive reject ions, 
formality, withholds help: I 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
• draws "Out of Fi eld": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, defla tes ot her's 
• status, defends or ass ert s self: 
Percent 0 10 15 20 25 so 85 40 
• 0, X, and Y not counte d, 
Source: Profile s a re based on data collected with the use of Bales categories, 
Chart)'!. Interaction Profile Meeting tf. ~J"; l'len.&~;- 4-,.fou.,.. Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
' 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, ~ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
' 3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, \, 
understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
..____ 
autonomy for other: 
6 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, ........... rJ expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, ~ repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, ~ repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal-
~ ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of action: • 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": • 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's '~ 
s'ta t us, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 15 20 26 30 36 40 45 
I '2. I. 
ChartS"+. Interaction Profile 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
' 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, \ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, \ understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying i).__ 
autonomy for other: r---.... 
GIVES OPINION, -
--
5 evaluation, analysis, 
' 
expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, ~ repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
--7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, 
--
-
repetition, confirmation: / 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- / ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, / possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, 
formality, withholds help: • 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
• draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, defla tes other's 
• s'ta t us, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 15 20 26 30 35 40 46 
Chart $" J; Interact ion· Prof i le Meeting 11.14-, /'I~~H6u- 1, -f/,,..cL Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, ~ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, t 
understands, concurs, complies: 
" 4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying ~ autonomy for other: 
5 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, ~ 
expresses feeling, wish: i\. 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, > repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, ) v repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- I ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR .SUGGESTION, direction, I 
possible ways of action: • 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds help: t 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, with-
draws "Out of Field": 
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's tt 
status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 6 10 16 20 26 so 85 
• 0, X, and Y not counted. 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the use of Bales categories. 
Chart ~6. Interaction Profile 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: -~ 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 1\ laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, ! understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
"' 
autonomy for other: 
5 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, ............. 
" 
expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, ~ repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
.....-
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, r ~ repetition, confirmation: 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- l ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejection, ~ formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's 
• status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
Chart 57. Interaction· Profile Meeting tJ..z+, /'1-t,..b~~ +, ihr .. e.. Persons* 
1 SHOWS SOLIDARITY, raises other's 
status, gives help, reward: I 
2 SHOWS TENSION RELEASE, jokes, 
laughs, shows satisfaction: 
3 AGREES, shows passive acceptance, 
' 
understands, concurs, complies: 
4 GIVES SUGGESTION, direction, implying 
autonomy for other: 
5 GIVES OPINION, evaluation, analysis, ~ expresses feeling, wish: 
6 GIVES ORIENTATION, information, ~ repeats, clarifies, confirms: 
7 ASKS FOR ORIENTATION, information, It repetition, .confirmation: / 
8 ASKS FOR OPINION, evaluation, anal- / 
ysis, expression of feeling: 
9 ASKS FOR .SUGGESTION, direction, 
possible ways of action: 
10 DISAGREES, shows passive rejections, 
formality, withholds help: 
11 SHOWS TENSION, asks for help, 
draws "Out of Field": 
with-
12 SHOWS ANTAGONISM, deflates other's ~ 
status, defends or asserts self: 
Percent 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
• 0, X, and Y not counted. 
Source: Profiles are based on data collected with the use of Bales categories. 
